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ABSTRACT

ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS THAT CREATE AN

ENVIRONMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING IN THE WORKPLACE

BY

Susan R. Abbey

Workplace learning is an increasingly important source of

competitive advantage to American businesses. This is due to

global competition, the impact of technology, and changes in

organizational practices. Traditionally, companies have relied

on training, hiring, and outsourcing job functions in order to

build organizational capability. However, these options may be

neither viable nor desirable in the future.

Organizations need to foster continuous, transformative

learning by employees. In this sense, the workplace constitutes

a learning environment. The importance of adult learners’

perceptions of the learning environment to their learning has

been demonstrated theoretically and empirically. Existing

studies of individual learning in organizations have found a

relationship between organizational characteristics and

employees’ learning attitudes and behaviors. What remains

unclear is the strength of the relationship of specific

organizational characteristics to individuals’ perceptions of

learning climate.

This study examined the impact of six organizational

characteristics on creating a work environment in which

individuals feel encouraged to learn and develop new skills as
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part of work. Existing survey data representing approximately

5,500 employees of a division of a Fortune 500 company was used

to examine this issue. The dependent variable for the study was

perceived learning climate. The independent variables were six

organizational characteristics drawn from the learning

organization literature: shared vision for the organization, open

communication and dialogue, connection to the external

environment, encouragement of experimentation and risk—taking,

employee involvement and empowerment, and systems and practices

that support learning. Correlational analyses and multiple

regression were used to determine what factors are related to

employees’ perception of a supportive learning climate and the

relative importance of the factors in fostering that climate.

Among the findings were that all of the independent

variables, except the employee’s perception of connection to the

external environment, were significant at the .01 level. The

effect of shared vision on the perception of a supportive

learning climate was found to depend on the perceived level of

involvement and empowerment. The effect of the interaction was

also found to depend on the employee's job level. The discussion

includes suggested refinements to the measurement of the

organizational characteristics, instrumentation, and data

analysis.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Introduction

Learning in organizational settings is becoming increasingly

important to companies and individuals due to rapid changes in

the marketplace. Some of these changes include global

competition, technological advances, exponential increases in

knowledge and information generation, and changes in work

systems. These changes, both external and internal to the

organization, necessitate that employees continuously learn new

knowledge, behaviors, and skills as an integral part of work

(Zuboff, 1988). Traditionally, corporations have viewed learning

as a process of knowledge accumulation that occurs adjunct to

work, either before an individual enters the workforce or in a

classroom setting. Traditional responses to increasing

organizational skills and capability have focused on training

employees, hiring workers with current skill sets, and

outsourcing job functions. Although these options may have been

viable in the past, certain options may be neither feasible nor

desirable in the future. For example, employer-provided training

detracts from the bottom line, and costs continue to increase

despite advances in delivery technology (1997 Industry Report).

Bishop (1996) cites several studies which suggest that the U.S.

is experiencing a decline in the pool of highly skilled workers

available to companies. Outsourcing, while beneficial in some

areas, is not necessarily desirable for core business functions
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(Quinn and Hilmer, 1994; Bettis et al., 1992). Therefore,

organizations will increasingly find it necessary to identify

ways to foster employee ownership for learning.

Our ability to promote continuous learning by employees is

constrained by our knowledge of how various organizational

factors affect the learning climate as perceived by individual

learners. Previous studies of workplace learning have assumed a

dualistic perspective, focusing alternately on employer-provided

training (Frazis et al., 1995; ”1995 Industry Report," 1995;

Carnevale and Carnevale, 1994; Hill, 1994; 1997 Industry Report,

1997; Lee, 1991) or on individual self-directed learning (see for

example, Knox, 1991; Long, 1992; Brockett and Hiemstra, 1991).

More recent theoretical and empirical work on learning

organizations and organizational culture focuses on individuals

in an organizational context. This study examined the impact of

various organizational characteristics on creating a work

environment in which individuals feel encouraged to develop new

skills and knowledge and learn as a part of work.

Rationale and Background

Need for Workplace Learning
 

Changing Marketplace
 

Increases in computer technology, global competition, and

business restructuring have produced changes in the marketplace.

Advances in technology increase the speed at which information,

products, and services can be produced and delivered to

customers. These improvements cultivate increased consumer

expectations. These technological changes, combined with
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changing political climates in many parts of the world, have

opened the marketplace and increased competition worldwide.

Increased competitiveness stimulates companies to continuously

improve the quality of their products or services, reduce costs,

and develop flexible processes to respond quickly to customer

demand. Organizations have responded to this challenge by

changing work systems, for example, by redesigning jobs,

initiating total quality management processes, and developing

team-based incentive pay systems. These broad changes have

implications for the nature of work, the skills required, and the

role of learning for the workplace.

Changing Nature of Work
 

The emergence of a global marketplace has required

industries and companies to change their ways of thinking and

operating. The automotive industry is a notable example. The

entire industry is under pressure to improve quality while

reducing cost. Within that industry, individual companies are

restructuring business units and re—engineering processes in

order to improve their position relative to their competitors.

These changes in structure and process affect the nature of work

within those companies (Dent, 1995; Milkman and Pullman, 1991).

They affect who or what performs various job tasks and how those

tasks are performed. Some jobs have been eliminated through

automation; some have become highly specialized technically; and

others have been restructured to be performed by teams rather

than by individuals.
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Changing Nature of Individual Skills and Learning
 

These changes in the marketplace and the workplace have

implications for employee learning and development. Two

fundamental shifts are occurring within organizations: the skill

sets required of employees and the way in which workplace

learning is conceptualized.

From a skills standpoint, there is an increased need for

cognitive and interpersonal skills and a decreased need for motor

skills (Hudson Institute and U.S. Department of Labor, cited in

Johnston and Packer, eds., 1987; Howell and Wolff, 1991). With

machines performing routine jobs and managers empowering

employees, employees must now read and interpret information and

interact with others to make work—related decisions. For

example, some automotive companies have changed how they design

and build new vehicles. Previously, many followed a sequential

processes in which engineers developed vehicle specifications,

purchasing agents procured parts, assembly workers built

prototype vehicles, and quality control specialists inspected the

final product. Now companies create work teams of those

employees to coordinate all aspects of new vehicle development.

Every employee on the team must achieve some level of

understanding of the overall process, including the requirements,

resources, and constraints, and be able to work with the other

team members to plan actions and solve problems. Employees can

no longer focus on performing unique, repetitive tasks.

Unfortunately, several studies (cited in American Society for
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Training and Development, 1996) suggest that many employees lack

the technical skills required in today’s workplace.

The view of what it means to learn in the workplace is also

shifting from a focus on training to a broader view of learning

as an integral part of work (Marquardt, 1996; Watkins and

Marsick, 1993; Zuboff, 1988). In order to increase innovation

and productivity, organizations need employees and teams to

question the content and method of their work, identify learning

opportunities, take risks and learn from failure, and share

learning across the organization.

Responses to Changing Skill Needs
 

Traditional Responses
 

Traditionally, corporations have addressed only the narrower

of the two learning challenges, knowledge and skill deficiencies,

through training, lay—offs coupled with hiring, and outsourcing.

However, each of these options has potential drawbacks which make

them less attractive in the future than they may have been in the

past. Furthermore, they do not address the transformative,

integrated nature of learning as a part of work.

Company—sponsored training is costly and often takes

employees away from the job. In 1997, training expenditures

budgeted by organizations with 100 or more employees totaled

$58.6 billion (1997 Industry Report). Informal workplace

learning and formal courses taken during non-working hours may be

less costly and disruptive to businesses.

Another option for acquiring skilled workers is to layoff

employees with obsolete skills and hire those with the needed
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skills. However, this may be difficult if some economists are

correct that the demand for educated workers will outpace the

supply for a considerable period (Bradbury et al., 1996).

The third option, outsourcing, is becoming more prevalent

(Harrison and Kelley, 1993; Abraham and Taylor, 1996).

Outsourcing refers to contracting with another firm to perform

functions that are outside the realm of the company’s primary

business. Among the reasons for outsourcing is to gain access to

specialized skills and knowledge that the company is unwilling or

unable to develop and maintain at the pace and cost required by

the market (Bettis et al., 1992; Sharpe, 1997; Quinn & Hilmer,

1994; Deavers, 1997). However, outsourcing does not eliminate

the need for employee skill development and learning within the

firm. One reason for this is that the outsourcing company must

have specialized personnel and systems in place to manage and

coordinate supplier activities (Quinn & Hilmer, 1994). More

importantly, outsourcing is not a strategically viable solution

for all of a firm's products or processes. Corporate strategists

must carefully analyze, cultivate, and retain the skills and

knowledge required in the core areas of their business in order

to maintain a competitive advantage (Deavers, 1997; Bettis et

al., 1992).

Due to the significant challenges they face and the

constraints posed by traditional solutions, organizations need to

find ways to foster work-related learning by employees. That is,

companies need to create an organizational environment that

encourages employees to learn and apply new skills in conjunction
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with work. Doing so will prepare both companies and their

employees to be more competitive in a changing marketplace with

changing needs.

Continuous Learning in the Workplace
 

Research on learning in formal academic settings suggests

that there is a relationship between the learning environment and

the learning attitudes and behaviors of adult learners. This

body of literature includes theoretical arguments (Courtney,

1992; Knowles, 1988; Knox, 1986; Brookfield, 1986; Darkenwald and

Merriam, 1982; Confessore and Confessore, 1992) as well as

empirical studies (Tinto, 1997; Darkenwald and Gavin, 1987; Ellet

et al., 1997; Fujita—Stark and Thompson, 1994; Walberg and

Greenberg, 1997; Brooks and DuBois, 1995).

In the context of the workplace, learning organization

theory provides a means of conceptualizing the workplace as a

learning environment. From this perspective, one can identify a

number of organizational characteristics that constitute the

learning environment and facilitate continuous learning in the

workplace. Although various models and terminology have been

proposed (Kofman and Senge, 1993; Greenwood et al., 1993; McGill

and Slocum, 1993; Senge, 1990, Watkins and Marsick, 1993), six

salient characteristics can be identified: a shared vision for

the organization, open communication and dialogue within the

organization, connection to the external environment, a corporate

culture that encourages experimentation and risk—taking, employee

involvement and empowerment, and systems and practices that

support learning. The present study uses these six learning
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organization characteristics to examine the relationship of the

learning environment to individual learning.

Individual learning is one of three levels of learning

(individual, team, and organizational) addressed by most learning

organization models. Theorists generally agree that individual

learning is a necessary but insufficient condition for

organizational learning to occur. Because the terms learning

organization and organizational learning appear frequently in

this body of literature, it is helpful to distinguish between

them. Marquardt (1996) provides the following definitions:

In discussing learning organizations, we are focusing

on the what, and describing the systems, principles,

and characteristics of organizations that learn and

produce as a collective entity. Organizational

learning, on the other hand, refers to how

organizational learning occurs, i.e., the skills and

processes of building and utilizing knowledge.

Organizational learning as such is just one dimension

or element of a learning organization (p. 19).

Previous studies of work—related learning have tended to

focus alternately on employer—provided training (Frazis et al.,

1995; Carnevale and Carnevale, 1994; Hill, 1994; ”1997 Industry

Report," 1997; Lee, 1991; and “1995 Industry Report," 1995) or on

individual factors influencing adult self—directed learning (see

for example, Knox, 1991; Long, 1992; Brockett and Hiemstra,

1991). More recent theoretical and empirical work addresses

organizational factors that contribute to learning (Garvin, 1993;
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Kim, 1993; McGill et al., 1992; Senge, 1990; Ulrich et al., 1993;

Beard, 1991; Clardy, 1992; Jude—York, 1991; Social Sciences and

Humanities Research Council of Canada, 1992; Baskett, 1993;

Watkins and Marsick, 1993).

However, although many of these works acknowledge the

importance of various organizational characteristics in

establishing a work environment for learning, they do not address

the relationship of those organizational factors. This lack of

specificity undoubtedly poses difficulties for those seeking to

make improvements in this area. Other studies examine

organizational learning, using entire companies as the unit of

analysis. This perspective, while useful at a macro level, does

not answer the question of how companies can create an

environment that is perceived by employees as encouraging

individual learning and skill development. The present study

seeks to reduce this void by addressing the relationship of

organizational characteristics to the environment for individual

learning.

Research Questions

The need for continuous learning in the workplace prompts

the question of how companies can create a supportive learning

climate. This study focuses on identifying organizational

characteristics that create an environment in which individuals

feel encouraged to learn as an integral part of work. It also

examines how the various organizational system elements interact

to create a learning environment. The specific questions

addressed are as follows:
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0 What organizational characteristics are related to employees’

perceptions of the workplace as a learning environment?

0 What is the relative importance of these organizational

characteristics in fostering an environment for learning?

0 How do the various organizational characteristics interact to

influence employees' perception of the workplace as a learning

environment?

This study used existing survey data representing

approximately 5,500 salaried and hourly employees of a division

of a Fortune 500 company with facilities located nationwide in

the U.S. The survey data includes responses to over 100 items,

including data about employees' perceptions of learning and

development as well as various characteristics of the

organizational environment. In order to study these

relationships, the following analytic techniques were used:

reliability analysis, multiple regression, and analysis of

interaction effects.

Definition of Terms

In order for readers to understand the approach and findings

of this study, the researcher must clarify the intended use of

key terms. The following terms are ones that are employed in

various ways in the workplace and, consequently, in writing on

the subject.

Learning — Defined very broadly as learning that is an integral

part of the job and linked to business objectives (Marquardt,

1996; Watkins and Marsick, 1993). This encompasses a wide array

of activities from transformative learning that occurs in the

10
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course of working, to skill development that is applied in the

job context, to an improved understanding of work processes and

their integration within the organization.

Organization - A collectivity of individuals within a profit-
 

driven enterprise. The term “plant” or ”department" will be used

to indicate distinct geographical or functional units within the

organization. The term ”work group" will refer to the smallest

organizational units.

Learning Environment or Climate — These terms will be used
 

interchangeably in reference to the conditions created by inter—

related organizational characteristics that are perceived in a

holistic way by the learner as supportive or non-supportive of

continuous learning as an integral part of work.

Organizational Characteristics or Elements — The attributes,
 

norms, policies, practices, and values that exist in an

organization and together comprise the organizational system.

Delimitations and Limitations

This study was confined to employees of various business

units of the same organization. This group is ideal because the

sample of employees includes both salaried and hourly employees

of various ages, gender, ethnicity, geographical location, and

organizational departments. Furthermore, a relatively large body

of employee survey data exists. Another delimitation of this

study is that the analysis focused on only one aspect of an

organizational environment, namely the environment for work—

related learning. Many other organizational characteristics and

outcomes could be studied using a data set such as this one.

11
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The above delimitations bring with them certain limitations.

First, any study that focuses on one organization in one industry

raises the question of whether the findings can be generalized to

other organizations and industries. Second, the study used an

existing instrument; therefore, the researcher was confined to

the set of questions contained therein. As with any type of post

hoc study, there are areas one in unable to explore. Third, and

perhaps most important, is that multiple interpretations are

possible. With any type of survey data, there is a question of

validity, that is, of whether the survey instrument measures what

it purports to measure. In attempting to capture employees'

perceptions about the degree to which they are encouraged and

able to learn and acquire new skills, one must consider the

various individual frameworks with which particular individuals

approach the same question. The methods section of this study

will address the steps taken to enhance validity.

Summary

In summary, this study used a quantitative approach to

examine the relationship of six organizational characteristics to

the environment for individual learning in the workplace. By

understanding these relationships, we can improve our theoretical

and practical knowledge of how to foster this environment. This

could result in developing the skill sets and integrated approach

to learning and work that businesses and employees need to meet

the challenges posed by a changing environment.

12
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The industrial marketplace in the U.S. is faced with

unprecedented challenges due to global competition, technological

advances, and changes in work systems. Organizations are

discovering that continuous learning is necessary in order to

capitalize on their changing environment. Individuals and teams

must develop new skills and knowledge in the course of performing

their work, and organizations.must ensure that systems and

practices are in place to capture, share and apply that knowledge

across the company. The learning cycle must also take place

better, faster, and cheaper in order to result in a competitive

advantage. Traditional approaches to workplace learning have

focused on knowledge accumulation and on delivering or obtaining

that knowledge outside of the immediate work context. The

resulting solutions—training, hiring, and outsourcing—are no

longer adequate. Current conditions suggest that the most

advantageous response for companies is to create an environment

that fosters continuous learning. The first section of this

chapter will explore the conditions creating a need for

continuous learning and the shortcomings of traditional

approaches to learning. The latter half of the chapter will

address more recent perspectives on workplace learning, focusing

particular attention on theoretical and empirical work on

learning organizations and the role of the environment in

individual learning.

13
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Need for Continuous Learning in Organizations

Among the forces shaping the modern corporate landscape are

global competition, technological advances, and changing work

practices. These factors have implications on the skills

required of workers and the actions needed by corporations to

respond effectively.

Global Competition
 

Political and economic forces throughout the world are

placing increasing competitive pressures on U.S. companies.

Markets are being redefined as political and economic interests

converge and information technology provides unprecedented global

access. During the 1980’s, the world marketplace experienced the

rise of the Asian pacific rim and the collapse of the former

Soviet Union. In the 1990’s, the manufacturing and movement of

goods has been affected by the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) and the creation of a single currency within

the European Common Market. Other regional trade agreements

appear forthcoming in this decade or the next. U.S. companies

are enmeshed in a rapidly changing, unpredictable global

marketplace where quick innovation and adaptation are critical to

survival.

Impact of Technology
 

Several studies have addressed the scope and impact of

technological changes in manufacturing settings (Cappelli, 1996;

Milkman and Pullman, 1991; Keefe, 1991). In general, these

studies indicate that increased computerization and automation

create a need for upgraded job skills among workers who are

14
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already in more skilled or specialized positions. The use of

technology is not limited to manufacturing. Other studies of

usage and employer-provided training suggest that computer skills

are required across educational levels, (Research and Policy

Committee, 1996), occupational groups (American Society for

Training and Development, 1996), and industries (1997 Industry

Report, 1997).

Organizational Practices
 

New work systems within organizations also affect the nature

of work and requisite skills. Several studies document the

extent and nature of this evolution toward more flexible,

participative work structures (Bassi, 1992; Osterman, 1994;

National Center on the Educational Quality of the Workforce,

1995; Bassi and VanBuren, 1999; 1997 Industry Report, 1997).

Examples of high performance work practices include: problem—

solving teams or quality circles, job rotation or cross—training,

Total Quality Management, teams-based work structures, partnering

with suppliers/customers, and re-engineering. The percentage of

companies found to be using high performance work practices

varies widely—from 11.1% to SO%-—depending on how these practices

are defined, the method used to measure them, and the type of

companies included. However, one consistent finding is that the

percentage of companies using high performance work practices

appears to be increasing (Lawler et al, 1992; Lawler et al.,

1995; Bassi and VanBuren, 1999). Not only do the new work

practices represent another source of change within the corporate

context, but they affect job skill requirements. Two studies by

15
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Cappelli (1993, 1996) found that workplace changes tend to raise

skill requirements. This is consistent with other studies

(Johnston and Packer, 1987; Szafran, 1996; Howell and Wolff,

1991; McKinsey et al., cited in Handy, 1990) which indicate an

overall increase in cognitive and interactive skill requirements

and a decline in motor skill requirements, a trend which appears

to hold true within industries (Berman et al, 1994) and even

within plants (Bernard and Jensen, 1994), across all sectors of

the economy (Murphy and Welch, 1993).

Traditional Approaches to Building Organizational Capability

Companies have traditionally used training, hiring, and

outsourcing as means to increase organizational skills and

capability. This section Will examine these options and suggest

their ineffectiveness as long-term solutions.

Training

The first option, training, is increasingly being used to

update employee skills (Carnevale and Carnevale, 1994). However,

one study (Bassi and VanBuren, 1998) found that only 58% of

employees receive any training. Furthermore, employees with more

education are much more likely to receive training than are

employees with less than a high school education (Bassi and

VanBuren, 1999; Bassi and VanBuren, 1998; 1997 Industry Report).

Cost is also a prohibitive factor. One study (1997 Industry

Report) found that training budgeted by organizations of 100 or

more employees remained constant or increased annually from 1992

through 1997. As companies face increasing pressure to reduce

16
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costs while improving quality and customer service, they need to

find lower cost methods of ensuring skilled workers.

Hiring

One possible method of obtaining skilled workers is to

layoff existing workers and hire new workers with the required

skills. However, concerns have been raised regarding companies’

ability to obtain qualified workers. A study reported in Human

Resource EXecutive (1996) listed the recruitment of skilled

workers as the third most difficult challenge facing HR

executives. From an overall supply standpoint, the U.S.

Department of Education (1991) estimates that 85 percent of those

Americans who will be employed in the year 2000 are already in

the workforce. Therefore, the overall number of entrants into

the workforce will be relatively small. More importantly,

several studies suggest that the pool of available workers will

lack the education (Bishop, 1996) and technical skills (Kirsch

and Jungblut, 1986; Hudson Institute and U.S. Department of

Labor, cited in Packer, 1991), required by potential employers.

Outsourcing
 

The third option used by companies is outsourcing. Although

the term outsourcing is used to describe a variety of activities

(Deavers, 1997), the context in which outsourcing is used here

refers to ”turning over a part or all of those functions that

fall outside the organization’s core competencies to an external

supplier whose core competencies are the functions being

outsourced” (Sharpe, 1997, p. 538). Core competencies are those

functions that a company performs through which it derives its

17
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competitive advantage (Handy, 1990). Sharpe (1997) discusses a

number of studies on the prevalence and cost of outsourcing,

revealing that the practice is widespread among Fortune 500

companies, costly (over $100 billion in 1996), and projected to

increase. Interestingly, gaining access to specialized

skills/capability ranks ahead of cost savings as a reason for

outsourcing (Outsourcing Institute, 1996; Harrison and Kelly,

1993). However, outsourcing is neither practical nor

strategically sound as the sole solution to skilled employees.

First, organizations will need to continue to invest in the

highly specialized, knowledge workers forming the core of the

firm (Drucker, 1995). Second, depending on the

interrelationships of product and process technology involved in

sustaining a competitive advantage, the core may encompass a

broader range of employees than initially conceived (Quinn and

Hilmer, 1994; Bettis et al., 1992). Concerns have also been

raised regarding the loss of control over a supplier, at worst

providing so much insight regarding product or process technology

that the supplier is able to become a competitor in the same

market as the outsourcing firm (Quinn and Hilmer, 1994; Bettis et

al., 1992). Given the risks of outsourcing and the need for a

certain cadre of highly skilled workers, companies may be able to

use outsourcing to supplement skill requirements but not as an

alternative to continuous learning among their own employees.

The Importance of the Learner’s Perception of Context

18
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The preceding section addressed traditional responses to

increasing innovation and skills within organizations. The

traditional approaches represent short-term solutions to isolated

needs rather than integrated, systemic efforts which could

produce a sustained competitive advantage. More recent

approaches to building a workforce capable of generating new

knowledge, skills, and solutions focus on continuous,

transformative learning. In this sense, the workplace

constitutes a learning environment.

Learning Environment in Adult Education

The importance of adult learners' perceptions of the

learning environment to their learning has been acknowledged by

leading scholars in the field of adult education (Courtney, 1992;

Knowles, 1988; Knox, 1986; Brookfield, 1986; Darkenwald and

Merriam, 1982; Confessore and Confessore, 1992). This section

will examine the various ways in which researchers have

conceptualized the learning environment and related learning

outcomes. It will also review empirical work on the learning

environment, particularly in the context of workplace learning.

The learning environment or learning climate has been

described and assessed utilizing at least four distinct

frameworks. One approach (Earthman and Lemasters, 1996; Foster-

Harrison and Adams-Bullock, 1998; Chan, 1996) focuses on the

physical environment for learning, including the décor, space,

and layout. Another framework (Darkenwald, 1989) focuses on

instructor behaviors in a classroom setting. Darkenwald’s Adult

Classroom Environment Scale measures seven dimensions of teacher

19
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behaviors or style: involvement, affiliation, teacher support,

task orientation, personal goal attainment, organization and

clarity, and student influence. Others (Walberg and Greenberg,

1997; Brooks and DuBois, 1995) emphasize the social environment.

The Learning Environment Inventory measures elements of the

classroom social environment, including cohesion, challenge,

satisfaction, absence of friction, and favoritism. The fourth

framework addresses the environment at the level of the

organization. One example is the Mattering Scales for Adult

Students in Higher Education, which includes five subscales:

Peers, Faculty, Advising, Administration, and Multiple Roles

(Warner and Williams, 1995).

The idea of examining the learning environment in terms of

characteristics or categories is also reflected in studies of the

workplace. Among the characteristics that have been examined are

organizational structure, leadership, human resources systems,

and values (Arad et al., 1997; Gryzb et al., 1997; Baskett, 1993;

Tesluk et al., 1997). This study conceptualizes the learning

environment in terms of six learning organization

characteristics, which will be explored later in this chapter.

In addition to approaching the learning environment from

different perspectives, researchers have addressed different

aspects or outcomes of the learning process. Four outcomes of

learning are evident in this research. The learning climate has

been studied relative to adult learners’ motivation to engage or

participate in continuing education (Courtney, 1992; Grzyb et

al., 1997; Baskett, 1993). Others have focused on student

20
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persistence (Tinto, 1997; Darkenwald and Gavin, 1987). The

attitude or satisfaction of the learner has been studied by

numerous researchers (Courtenay et al., 1994; Brooker and Butler,

1997; Walberg and Greenberg, 1997; Ellett et al., 1997; Fujita-

Starck and Thompson, 1994). Not surprisingly, the remaining

learning outcome that has been examined is achievement as

measured by grade point average (Brooks and DuBois, 1995).

Overall, empirical research suggests that there is a

relationship between the learning environment and learning

outcomes. For example, perceptions of the learning climate have

been found to influence persistence (Tinto, 1997; Darkenwald and

Gavin, 1987) and satisfaction (Ellet et al., 1997; Fujita—Stark

and Thompson, 1994). Two studies have identified multiple

influences of the learning climate, including academic

achievement, attitude, and participation (Walberg and Greenberg,

1997) and grade point average, social adjustment, and

psychological symptoms (Brooks and DuBois, 1995). Conversely,

Courtenay and his colleagues (1994) found no relationship between

the environment and either satisfaction or achievement.

Studies of the Learning Environment in the Workplace
 

A few studies have focused specifically on the relationship

of the organizational climate to individual learning attitudes

and behaviors in the workplace. Those studies will be examined

in more detail due to their relevance to the present study.

Beard (1991) studied the relationship between self—directed

learning activities, orientations of self as learner,

organizational climate, and job involvement. Among her findings

21
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was that higher organizational climate scores were associated

with higher reported use of nonprint resources and willingness to

seek information. Lower organizational climate scores were

associated with a perception of employee training as an employer

responsibility.

Jude-York (1991) studied blue collar workers in five

manufacturing companies. Learning climate was assessed by a

survey that measured support, reinforcement, and resources

provided for learning by each plant. She found a positive

relationship between people identified as self—directed learners,

based on four instruments, and work performance, based on a

calculated score. More importantly, the relationship was

particularly strong when the individuals viewed the learning

climate as supportive.

Clardy (1992) interviewed non—exempt employees in five

service organizations regarding vocationally-oriented self—

directed learning projects (VO SDLP). One finding was that no

specific human resources policy or program accounted for

participation in V0 SDLP. However, the organization with the

highest rates of voluntary and synergistic VO SDLPs was

characterized by ”a general organizational climate that

emphasized learning and initiative." Clardy considered that

organization to be a ”learning organization.”

A study conducted by the Social Sciences and Humanities

Research Council of Canada (1992) worked with Organizational

Development and Human Resources practitioners in workplaces in

Canada. Participants were asked to identify factors that

22
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contributed to their self—directed learning. The statements were

combined into the following ten conditions: (1) continuous

improvement adopted as an organizational strategy; (2) involving

individuals by letting them know how their actions contribute to

the organization's goals and that their input is valued; (3)

rewards and supports for individuals who take responsibility for

their own learning; (4) values underlying the organization’s

structure and purpose that are in harmony with individuals’

values; (5) managers who set an example by learning; (6) valuing

differences; (7) support for risk—taking; (8) effective

communications systems that include a network of all

stakeholders, flexible supportive cultures and processes, and a

supportive culture; (9) fostering collaboration in work and play;

(10) encouraging learning by implementing rewards and processes

that support creativity and innovation.

Similarly, Baskett (1993), using appreciative inquiry and

thematic analysis, identified ten enhancers to self-directed

learning in the workplace: continuous improvement, involving

individuals, taking personal responsibility, harmonious values,

leadership that sets an example, valuing differences,

communication, taking risks, teamwork, and innovation.

Lastly, Dechant, Marsick and Kasl (cited in Watkins and

Marsick, 1993) studied learning in two Fortune 100 companies.

The researchers sought to understand team learning from the

perspective of those involved in it, identify group and

organizational conditions that support or inhibit it, and explore

the links between team learning and organizational learning. At

23
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one company, they found that the presence of certain

organizational elements fostered learning: participatory

management, empowerment of people at all levels of the

organization, decentralization, and the creation of many cross-

functional teams and networks.

Deficiencies in the Literature
 

Existing theoretical and empirical work on individual

learning in an organizational context suggests that there is a

relationship between organizational characteristics and

individual attitudes and behaviors toward learning. What is not

clear is the strength of the relationship of any single

organizational element, or the inter—relatedness of the elements,

to the learning climate perceived by the individual. Existing

studies have focused either narrowly on individual attributes or

broadly on the organization, without isolating and investigating

the effect of any particular organizational characteristic. This

study examined the individual impact of six organizational

characteristics relative to the learning environment perceived by

the individual learner.
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Learning Organization Perspective

The learning organization perspective provides an

alternative approach to learning in organizations. This

framework focuses on performance-based learning that is

transformational in nature and occurs at the level of

individuals, teams, and the entire organization. This section

will examine four well known models of learning organizations

followed by a discussion of common themes in this body of work.

Learning Organization Models
 

Many definitions or descriptions of a learning organization

have been proposed (Senge, 1990; Greenwood et al, 1993; Garvin,

1993; Pedler, 1991; Watkins and Marsick, 1993; Marquardt, 1996).

Differences in these authors’ conceptualizations are captured in

their models, some of which will be reviewed in this section. In

general, one can think of a learning organization as an

organization in which learning is continuous and transformative

at the individual, team, and company levels.

Undoubtedly the most widely known model is that of Peter

Senge (1990), who approaches the learning organization from a

systems perspective. He suggests that building a learning

organization requires five disciplines: systems thinking,

personal mastery, mental models, building shared vision, and team

learning. Systems thinking is the ability to view the world and

its problems holistically, as a set of inter-related elements,

rather than decomposing phenomena into isolated components and

then attempting to reformulate the whole. Personal mastery

refers to continually refining and channeling energy toward one's
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personal vision. The discipline of refining mental models is a

process of surfacing, examining, and adjusting one’s own and

others' worldview. The fourth discipline, building shared

vision, refers to creating a common picture of the future state

of the organization which is connected to the personal visions of

the individual members and focuses the collective energy of the

group. Team learning refers to developing frameworks, processes,

and behaviors to learn collectively. Senge suggests that both

individuals and organizations have a role in practicing the five

disciplines in order to enhance their capacity for learning and

innovation.

Another perspective on learning organizations is provided by

Watkins and Marsick (1993), who present themselves as adult

educators who are interested in learning and organizational

change. They emphasize the connection among individuals, teams,

organizations, and society and suggest four action imperatives

for ”sculpting" a learning organization. The first imperative is

for individuals to have continuous learning opportunities

embedded in their work such that personal problem—solving and

development occur as a natural, integrated part of work. Like

Senge, they advocate sharing, dialogue, and partnering with

internal and external customers to expand and distribute

knowledge across teams. The third imperative resides at the

organizational level and requires that leaders create a corporate

culture and structure that empowers employees and teams toward a

collective vision. The fourth element, which is unique to this

model, calls for a recognition of the complex interdependencies
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between the organization and its internal and external

environment. The authors suggest that, internally, organizations

need to be responsive to the work—life needs of their members.

Externally, organizations need to contemplate the extent to which

their actions enhance their community and are impinged upon by

competitors and legislators. Watkins and Marsick argue that

managers must understand and address the nested nature of the

four elements in order to maximize their capability for

adaptation and transformation.

Marquardt (1996) offers a framework which he terms the

systems-linked learning organization model, which is comprised of

five interrelated subsystems. The core subsystem of the learning

organization is learning. This subsystem encompasses levels of

learning (individual, team, and organizational), types of

learning (adaptive or single loop, anticipatory or double loop,

generative or deutero, and action reflection learning), and

skills for learning (Senge’s five disciplines and dialogue). The

other four systems-—organization, people, knowledge, and

technology—support and augment learning. The organization

subsystem refers to the context in which the learning occurs and

includes the organization’s culture, vision, strategy, and

structure. The people subsystem includes the various people and

entities within and outside the organization which may

participate in and contribute to the learning. The remaining two

subsystems, knowledge and technology, are unique to this model

and address the management of knowledge and the tools for doing

so. For example, the knowledge subsystem includes acquisition,
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creation, storage, and transfer and utilization of knowledge.

The technology subsystem encompasses the processes and systems

(information technology, technology—based learning, and

electronic performance support systems) for coordinating and

distributing knowledge.

A fourth model, Dixon’s (1983) organizational learning

cycle, focuses on the linkage between individual and

organizational learning. This framework suggests that

organizational members possess three meaning structures:

private, accessible, and collective. (see figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Three types of meaning structure in organizations

'rivate  

  

Accessible

 
Dixon argues that organizations with the greatest capacity for

organizational learning are those in which the accessible meaning

structure is the most prominent. Conversely, organizations whose

largest meaning structure is held collectively tend to be

tradition—bound and maladaptive. Organizations with large

private meaning structures risk being independent workers whose

knowledge is inaccessible to others in the organization.

Common Themes in the Learning Organization Literature
 

28
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The preceding paragraphs addressed the unique contributions

of various learning organization models. This section will

highlight five elements that are present consistently in this

body of literature. The first is the acknowledgment of multiple

levels of learning, that is, of learning that occurs at the

individual, team, and organizational levels (Senge, 1990;

Greenwood et al., 1993; Isaacs, 1993; Kim, 1993; Watkins and

Marsick, 1993). The second area of agreement is that individual

learning is a critical enabler for team and organizational

learning to occur (Senge, 1990; Greenwood et al., 1993; Watkins

and Marsick, 1993; Marquardt, 1996; Dixon, 1994; Pedler, 1991).

A third theme is that learning is performance-based and

integrated with work rather than existing as an adjunct activity

(Senge, 1990; Watkins and Marsick, 1993; Marquardt, 1996; Dixon,

1994). Additionally, the learning which occurs is

transformational in nature. That is, there is a strong emphasis

on surfacing, examining, and refining mental models (Senge, 1990;

McGill and Slocum, 1993; Kofman and Senge, 1993; Watkins and

Marsick, 1993; Isaacs, 1993; Schein, 1993; Kim, 1993; Garvin,

1993). Kim (1993) states

The parts of an organization's memory that are relevant for

organizational learning are ... those that define what an

organization pays attention to, how it chooses to act, and

what it chooses to remember from its experience-—that is,

individual and shared mental models. They may be explicit

or implicit, tacit or widely recognized, but they have the

capacity to affect the way an individual or organization
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views the world and takes action. Organizational learning

is dependent on individuals improving their mental models...

(p. 44)

The fifth area of widespread agreement is that individual, team,

and organizational learning are intertwined and dependent upon

transcendental features of the organizational culture or climate

(Senge, 1990; Watkins and Marsick, 1993; Marquardt, 1996; Pedler,

1991).

Application of Theory to the Present Study

The present study focuses on two of the themes addressed in

the preceding section. The first linkage to learning

organization theory is the way in which learning is

conceptualized. The second connection, which constitutes the

primary focus of the study, is the use of six learning

organization characteristics to represent the learning

environment.

Conceptualization of Learning
 

This study assumes a broad view of learning, encompassing

all types of individual performance—based learning. This

includes transformative learning that occurs as part of work and

self-directed, work—related skill development. As noted in

chapter three, the specific survey items that comprise the

dependent variable (perceived support and encouragement for

individual learning) capture the integrative, transformative

.

nature of individual learning in the organizational context.
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Learning Organization Characteristics
 

The second aspect of the learning organization literature

that is reflected in this study is the organizational climate,

which in the workplace context constitutes the learning

environment. The learning environment is further defined

according to six learning organization characteristics. The

researcher finds it necessary at this point to clarify the

intended use of the term learning organization and to distinguish

it conceptually from the term organizational learning. Marquardt

(1996) explains that learning organization refers to the what and

describes the “systems, principles, and characteristics of

organizations that learn and produce as a collective entity" (p.

19). Conversely, organizational learning focuses on the how,

describing the skills and processes of generating and utilizing

knowledge.

The present study uses learning organization characteristics

to represent the learning environment. The six specific

characteristics include a shared vision for the organization,

open communication and dialogue within the organization,

connection to the external environment, a corporate culture that

encourages experimentation and risk-taking, employee involvement

and empowerment, and systems and practices that support learning.

Each of these characteristics will be explored in more detail.

Shared Vision
 

Several authors (Senge, 1990; Kofman and Senge, 1993;

Greenwood et al., 1993; Watkins and Marsick, 1993) suggest that

collective commitment to a shared vision is an important aspect
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of learning organizations. Senge (1990) asserts that employees

at all levels of the organization must share a deeply felt vision

of the future state of the organization. This collective vision

provides focus and energy for knowledge generation, which is

needed to achieve the vision. In order for the shared vision to

be a catalyst for individual and organizational learning, the

organizational vision must be implicitly linked to the personal

visions of the organizational members.

Open Communication and Dialogue
 

Open communication and dialogue have been suggested as a

means of surfacing individual meaning structures so that they can

be questioned and refined toward a collective vision (Senge,

1990; McGill and Slocum, 1993; Kofman and Senge, 1993; Greenwood

et al., 1993; Watkins and Marsick, 1993; Isaacs, 1993; Schein,

1993). Schein (1993) argues that in order for organizational

learning and transformation to occur, the parties must be able to

frame problems in a common way and challenge their individual and

collective assumptions or mental models in a constructive way.

Organizational members must develop sufficient understanding and

trust such that they feel comfortable raising and accepting

different points of view rather than reacting defensively when

their existing mental models are challenged. He refers to this

process of open communication as dialogue. Dialogue has been

contrasted with debate, in which people seek to defend their

views, and consensus, in which people seek to limit options to

one that is collectively acceptable (Isaacs, 1993). Thus,

dialogue emphasizes active exploration and construction of
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meaning among various organizational members and subcultures,

which Schein argues becomes increasingly important as technology

moves us toward more distributed, specialized knowledge forms.

Connection to the External Environment
 

In addition to collaborating internally, organizations

identified as learning organizations network extensively beyond

organizational boundaries (McGill and Slocum, 1993; Greenwood et

al., 1993; Watkins and Marsick, 1993). McGill and Slocum (1993)

cite several organizations whose strategic advantage is learning

from experience: San Diego Zoo, Home Depot, Sony, 3M, Wal—Mart,

Heinz, Southwest Airlines, Levi Strauss, Motorola, and Honda.

The authors note that all of these companies encourage employees

to be boundary spanners, that is, to work across departmental,

divisional, and corporate lines to gain new insight from every

interaction with customers, suppliers, and competitors.

Furthermore, the learning is purposeful and ongoing; these

organizations actively seek regular customer feedback rather than

accept periodic, focused input.

Experimentation and Risk—taking
 

A fourth characteristic of learning organizations is a

corporate culture that encourages experimentation and risk-taking

(McGill and Slocum, 1993; Greenwood et al., 1993; Watkins and

Marsick, 1993; Isaacs, 1993; Garvin, 1993). This includes having

organizational leaders who model calculated risk taking (Watkins

and Marsick, 1993; Watkins and Marsick, 1993) and who encourage

others to experiment and innovate by minimizing the consequences

associated with failure (McGill et al., 1992; Garvin, 1993).
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McGill et al. (1992) describe how John Young, as CEO of Hewlett—

Packard, continued experimenting with restructuring despite

declining earnings. The restructuring not only improved HP’s

competitive position but conveyed a strong signal to the

organization that experimentation is important to success. Other

companies, such as Chaparral Steel and General Electric, have

formal programs that encourage supervisors and managers to study

and apply new processes and technology.

Employee Involvement and Empowerment
 

Another factor exhibited by learning organizations is

employee involvement and empowerment (Watkins and Marsick, 1993;

Watkins and Marsick, 1993). Watkins and Marsick (1993) describe

how Johnsonville Foods improved profitability by decentralizing

authority and establishing self-directed work teams. She argues

that information, resources, and decision-making must be

distributed across the organization rather than controlled by a

few managers. This is similar to Kofman and Senge’s (1993) view

that we must dispel the myth of the hero leader. They argue that

our traditional view of leaders as great individuals who will

rescue the community must be transformed into a view of shared

leadership and servant leaders. The former perspective

establishes and reinforces a belief in the group’s powerlessness

whereas the latter position engages all members of the

organization to work toward organizational improvement. Fisher’s

(1988) empirical study appears to support this position. Fisher

surveyed skilled and management employees at a mid—size

university and found increased participation in work-related
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learning experiences among employees with various sets of

characteristics. One group includes employees who participate in

setting standards for their job, are involved with others on the

job, and find their work personally meaningful. Another group

includes those who perceive a high climate for achievement and

either express a high sense of competence or a high need for

growth.

Systems and Practices that Support Learning
 

The sixth characteristic of learning organizations is that

they seem to institutionalize systems and practices that support

learning (Greenwood et al., 1993; Watkins and Marsick, 1993;

Issacs, 1993; McGill et al., 1992; Watkins and Marsick, 1993).

Two related, frequently cited systems are the appraisal and

reward systems. An important factor in promoting learning in

organizations is providing frequent, constructive feedback

(Watkins and Marsick, 1993; Marsick, 1986). An underlying

philosophy of this viewpoint is that employees are naturally

motivated to work and to learn. Therefore, feedback helps them

to attain greater levels of achievement. Similarly, recognizing

and rewarding them for learning reinforces and encourages the

positive behaviors, resulting in continuous learning.

Critique of the Learning Organization

One criticism that has been directed toward this body of

literature (Coopey, 1998; Snell and Chak, 1998; Easterby et al.,

1998; Gee et al., 1996) is that many of the practices associated

with the learning organization, particularly shared vision,

empowerment, and dialogue, may be used in a manipulative manner.
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Gee and his colleagues (1996) argue that the concepts of shared

vision and commonly held core values are problematic in a

corporate setting where profitability is needed in order to

sustain the enterprise. In the absence of genuine dialogue and

shared vision, workplace practices designed to build commitment,

shape behavior, and increase productivity are actually means of

indoctrinating or socializing employees to conform to the vision

and values held by an elitist management structure. Furthermore,

those at the apex of the hierarchy possess most of the power and

control over resources in the organization. Employees in

corporations are analogous to ants in an ant colony: they behave

in the interests of the colony because their environment has been

constructed in such a way that pursuing their own interests

equates to pursuing the colony’s interests (Gee et al., 1996).

Until the issue of asymmetrical power relations is

addressed, the potential of learning organizations may not be

realized (Coopey, 1998; Snell and Chak, 1998; Easterby et al.,

1998). Easterby and his colleagues (1998) suggest that the shift

from hierarchical, command and control, organizations to

flattened peer networks may provide more opportunities for

employees at lower organizational levels to challenge existing

goals and frameworks. Specific practices, such as upward

feedback, have also been suggested as a means of expanding

discourse and critical reflection (Snell and Chak, 1995).

Although the power dynamic offers an interesting

perspective, it is not addressed in the present study. This

study draws on the learning organization literature in order to
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establish a set of organizational characteristics which can be

used to better understand the perceived climate for individual

learning. The focus is on how these characteristics affect the

perceived climate for learning rather than on the content of

learning. The latter question, whose vision and values are

emphasized, would extend well beyond the scope of the present

work. The researcher’s hope, ultimately, is that the ideals of

the learning organization will one day be realized. By

definition, Senge’s (1990) learning organization is one in which

all members work together to create the results they desire and

value.

Other Factors Influencing Individual Learning

Although the present study focuses on the learning climate,

the researcher would be remiss in neglecting to acknowledge that

there are multiple factors that affect individual learning and

thus multiple perspectives from which to approach a study of the

subject. Many of these factors have been well researched and

summarized elsewhere in comprehensive works (see for example,

Merriam and Caffarella, 1991; Long, 1992; Brockett and Hiemstra,

1991) which cannot and should not be replicated here. However,

it is worthwhile to acknowledge them as alternative frameworks

for contemplating adult learning. Some of these factors relate

to individual attributes and identity, for example, self—concept

as a learner, individual cognitive and learning styles, locus of

control, and previous formal education. Other approaches

emphasize adult development over the life span in terms of

personal development (for example, ego development, personality
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development, and moral development), life stages and phases,

transitions, and life events.

Two considerations led to the decision to examine the

learning climate in this study. As addressed earlier in this

chapter, the influence of the learning environment on individual

learning attitudes and actions has been well established. This

holds true not only in formal learning settings but in studies

that have focused specifically on learning within organizational

settings, including the workplace. More importantly, in the

workplace context, the organizational characteristics which

contribute to the learning climate for individuals are a variable

over which the organization has some control. Organizational

leaders and Human Resources practitioners have little or no

influence on personal traits or developmental processes over the

life span. However, they have the ability to design or

manipulate aspects of the organization to facilitate learning

within that context, provided that they are aware of those

characteristics and their relative importance to creating a

learning environment.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHOD

The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of

various organizational characteristics on creating a work

environment in which individuals feel encouraged to develop new

skills and knowledge and learn as a part of work. It also

examined whether and how the various organizational

characteristics interact to create a learning environment. The

dependent variable for the study was ”learning environment;” the

independent variables included six organizational

characteristics: a shared vision for the organization, open

communication and dialogue within the organization, connection to

the external environment, a corporate culture that encourages

experimentation and risk-taking, employee involvement and

empowerment, and systems and practices that support learning

(especially appraisal and reward). The specific research

questions being addressed in the study were as follows:

0 What organizational characteristics are related to employees’

perceptions of the workplace as a learning environment?

0 What is the relative importance of these organizational

characteristics in fostering an environment for learning?

0 How do the various organizational characteristics interact to

influence employees’ perceptions of the workplace as a

learning environment?
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This chapter will explain the research design for this study

and address how the data were analyzed in order to answer the

research questions.

Research Design

This study used post hoc analysis of survey data. The

purpose of survey research is to generalize from a sample to a

population in order to make inferences about certain opinions or

behaviors of the population or to explore relationships between

different variables (Babbie, 1990; Borg & Gall, 1989). A survey

approach was preferable for this study because there is a large

body of existing data was available. These data contain

attitudes about various aspects of the work environment gathered

through questionnaires administered to a cross—section of

employees at a profit—driven enterprise. This enabled the

researcher to explore the relationships of these organizational

characteristics to attitudes about workplace learning and to

generalize inferences about these relationships to the population

of individuals in a workplace setting.

In order to conduct the present study, data from the

original survey were re—conceptualized into a dependent variable,

“learning environment," and six independent variables: shared

vision for the organization, open communication and dialogue

within the organization, connection to the external environment,

a corporate culture that encourages experimentation and risk—

taking, employee involvement and empowerment, and systems and

practices that support learning. These modifications will be

addressed in the section entitled ”Re—conceptualization of Data
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for the Present Study," which appears after a discussion of the

context and procedures for collecting the existing data.

Context of the Study
 

The setting for the study was a division of a Fortune 500

company engaged in the automotive industry. This division is

headquartered in the midwest and has warehousing and sales

offices located nationwide. This division procures automotive

replacement parts from numerous national and international

suppliers. The parts are warehoused and distributed through a

nationwide network of nineteen warehouses. Ultimately, the parts

are marketed and sold nationally and internationally through

multiple distribution channels, which include stores linked to

the parent company and independent parts outlets.

This division employs approximately 13,000 full-time active

employees nationwide in various capacities, from hourly employees

through senior executives. The vast majority of hourly employees

perform warehousing and distribution—related functions; some

hourly employees perform skilled work, for example, plant and

equipment maintenance. The salaried employees include support

personnel, technical professionals, supervisors/managers, and

executives from warehousing operations as well as various

administrative areas: engineering, finance, materials

management, personnel, purchasing, and sales/service/marketing.
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Participants
 

The sample comprised 5,507 employees from the population

described previously. This represented a response rate of forty-

two percent. Although this response rate is lower than is

desirable from an organizational standpoint, the demographic

composition of the sample is useful for a study such as this one

in which the unit of analysis is the individual. The

distribution of respondents appears consistent with the

distribution of the population. Specific demographic

characteristics are provided in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Sample
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Characteristic valid n Percent of

Respondents*

Job Level

Executive 61 1

Manager/Supervisor 573 12

Technical Professional 493 10

Support 275 6

Hourly 2,896 58

Race

White/Caucasian 3,241 65

Black/African American 655 13

Hispanic 205 4

Asian/Pacific Islander 35 1

American Indian—Alaskan Native 39 1

Gender

Male 3,246 65

Female 998 20

Tenure

Less than 1 Year 63 1

1 to 5 Years 70 1

6 to 10 Years 192 4

11 to 15 Years 513 10

16 to 20 Years 947 19

21 to 25 Years 709 14

26 to 30 Years 1,263 25

31+ Years 532 11  
 

*Note: Not all participants responded to demographics questions;

therefore, percentages do not total 100%.
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Data Collection

Description of the Instrument
 

Data were collected by means of a questionnaire containing a

cover page, 100 attitudinal items, and a written comments

section. The cover page included an explanation of the survey

purpose, the procedures for ensuring confidentiality, definitions

of terms, and marking instructions. The stated purpose of the

survey was to ”obtain your opinions on key aspects of your work

environment.” The attitudinal items comprised two sections. The

first seventy items were grouped into twelve categories that were

used consistently by all divisions in the corporation. The

twelve categories are people, teamwork, your job, understand

company direction and ability to contribute, employee

development, communication understanding, safety, support for the

[ecosystem] environment, your supervisor, customer satisfaction,

quality, and continuous improvement. The remaining thirty items

were unique by division. Although the divisional items were not

grouped into specific categories, they generally addressed issues

related to one’s job, work environment, and leadership. All

items, except for additional demographic questions, were Likert-

type items based on a scale from ”strongly agree” to “strongly

disagree.” The last page of the survey provided space for open—

ended written comments.

Establishment of Reliability
 

In order to use a survey instrument such as this one for

decision making or research purposes, it is important to

establish the reliability and validity of the instrument. The
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issue of reliability will be addressed in this section; validity

will be addressed in the final section of this chapter. The

twelve categories used in the primary portion of the survey were

derived through an exploratory factor analysis. Replicability

was determined by splitting the total sample into two equal-sized

random samples and performing factor analyses on each sample.

Several factor analyses were conducted in each sample, selecting

different numbers of factors. Correlations between factor

loadings from each sample for different numbers of factors were

then calculated. Correlations between factor loadings were

highest for the 11— and 12—factor solutions (average r > .99).

The 12-factor solution corresponded more closely to corporate

vision and values statements and was therefore deemed more

appropriate. Chronbach’s alpha was also calculated to determine

the internal consistency reliability of items comprising a

category or dimension. All factors in the twelve categories were

tested and achieved an alpha of .70 or greater. The thirty

divisional items were not included in the factor analysis or

calculation of alpha. However, the present study incorporated

very few of these items.

Procedure
 

Surveys were administered between February and July, 1996.

A local coordinator administered the survey on—site on company

time whenever possible. Sales employees in remote locations

received their survey and a reply envelope in the mail.

Participation in the survey was voluntary, and all responses were
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anonymous. The completed surveys were mailed to an outside firm

for data processing and compilation.

Re—conceptualization of Data for the Present Study

Because this study uses a post hoc design, this section will

address how the data were adapted for use in the present study as

well as the steps taken to ensure validity and reliability.

Creation of Variables
 

Items from the original survey were re-grouped to form the

dependent variable, learning environment, and the six independent

variables. The creation of variables involved four phases, which

are noted here and explained in the next section. In the first

phase, the initial groupings were derived theoretically from the

literature on learning organizations. Next, a reliability

analysis was performed to ensure that a reliability coefficient

of at least .70 was achieved on all variables. In the third

phase, subject matter experts were consulted to further confirm

the items. A second reliability analysis was then performed on

the dependent variable and the six independent variables.

Validity

Two types of validity are important in a study such as this

one. From a practical standpoint, face validity must be

considered by the researcher who wishes to communicate the

findings and gain support for implementing actions to improve the

workplace as a learning environment. In this study, face

validity was addressed by grounding the study in the literature

on learning organizations and using survey items and terminology

reflective of that theoretical base.
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From a research perspective, content validity must be

ascertained in order for the study to contribute meaningfully to

our understanding of how various organizational characteristics

act and interact to create an environment for individual learning

in the workplace. Content validity was addressed both through a

reliability analysis and through verification by subject matter

experts. The reliability analysis ensured statistical coherence

of the items, in other words, that the items should be grouped

together within the same variable name. Items that do not

contribute significantly to the particular group will be

eliminated.

The consultation with subject matter experts helped to

ensure that the items intended to represent each variable

actually measured that characteristic or construct. Because

researchers cannot ascertain social science constructs in an

absolute sense, consensus was sought from multiple subject matter

experts in an attempt to improve specificity and clarity of

thought relative to the constructs being investigated. Expert

consultation included two phases, one for the dependent variable

and another for the independent variable.

To establish the dependent variable, a letter (Appendix 1-A)

was mailed to four experts in the field of adult learning, with

an emphasis on workplace learning and organizational learning.

The experts were provided with a list of ten survey questions,

including items determined through factor analysis and additional

items interspersed as distracters. They were asked to select and
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rate those items that best indicate one’s perceived opportunity

and support for individual learning and skill development.

Three of the four subject matter experts responded. The

fourth expert received two follow—up contacts, in addition to the

initial contact and subsequent mailing. The items incorporated

in the dependent variable were selected by at least two of the

experts. Supplemental contacts from the experts suggested a need

to strengthen the integral, transformative aspect of learning in

order to avoid the misconception of learning as adjunct training

which is subsequently applied on the job. Although one

experiences certain constraints when using existing data, an

additional survey item was added to broaden the conceptualization

of learning. The final set of items included in the dependent

variable is as follows:

0 My organization places no barriers to people’s contributions.

0 I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my

organization.

0 My job makes good use of my skills and abilities.

0 My organization allows the full range of all people's talents

and experience to be utilized.

0 I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing

things. (item added)

The independent variables were established by mailing a

different letter (Appendix 1—B) to four Organizational

Development experts. The second letter contained tentative

groupings of questions derived theoretically and confirmed
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through a reliability analysis. The experts were asked to affirm

or delete items based on their appropriateness to the grouping.

All four subject matter experts generally agreed with the

items listed. The final set of items includes those which were

confirmed by at least three experts. In very few cases, comments

were provided regarding the wording of items that may have

provided greater clarity on the original survey. However, there

was no overall pattern to the comments. The items incorporated

in the independent variables are the same as those contained in

Appendix l—B.

After the survey items for each variable had been

identified, the item ratings were standardized. A composite

score for each variable was then calculated using the average of

the standardized ratings for all items included in the particular

variable.

Reliability
 

Since the items from the original survey were re—grouped

into new variables, it was necessary to establish the reliability

of the modified set of items. This was done by performing

reliability analyses. The resulting reliability coefficients of

the dependent variable and the six independent variables all

achieved a reliability coefficient of .70 or greater (the minimum

value from the original survey addressed earlier under "Data

Collection - Establishment of Reliability"). The actual

reliability coefficients for each of the variables are displayed

in table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Reliability Coefficients of Variables
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Variable Name Alpha

Perceived Learning Climate (dependent variable) .8576

Shared Vision .8108

Open Communication and Dialogue .8942

Connection to the External Environment .8123

Experimentation and Risk Taking .7563

Involvement and Empowerment .9096

Systems and Practices that Support Learning .8730

 

Data Analysis

After the dependent and independent variables had been

finalized, data analyses were performed. Descriptive statistics

were produced in order to acquaint the researcher with the data

and ensure that all variables were approximately normally

distributed over the full range of data. Subsequent analyses

addressed specific research questions.

To address question #1, ”What organizational characteristics

are related to employees' perceptions of the workplace as a

learning environment,” a correlation matrix of the new variables

and scatterplots, drawn with a regression line, were used. These

procedures allowed the researcher to determine the significance

of the relationship of each independent variable to the dependent

variable. Due to the large sample size, a conservative approach

was preferable. Therefore, the researcher sought a significance

level of .01.

To address question #2, ”What is the relative importance of

these organizational characteristics in fostering an environment
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for learning,” multiple regression was used to determine the

relative significance of each variable as a predictor of the

outcome variable. The distribution of errors was also examined.

To address question #3, ”How do the various organizational

characteristics interact to influence employees’ perceptions of

the workplace as a learning environment, the researcher combined

existing variables to create interaction terms that could be

entered into a multiple regression equation. Two variables were

examined for possible interaction effects: shared vision and

involvement and empowerment.

The selection of the first variable was based on the

learning organization literature, particularly the work of Senge

(1990). Senge argues that shared vision is a compelling force

that provides the focus and energy needed for generative

learning. Therefore, it seems plausible that the effect of

employees’ perceptions of other organizational characteristics on

their perception of the organization as a supportive learning

environment could, in fact, depend on their level of shared

vision.

The second variable examined for possible interaction was

involvement and empowerment. This decision arose from the

researcher’s experience working with both represented and non—

represented employees in various job functions and levels at

company facilities nationwide. The researcher has observed that

employees who are actively involved in identifying and analyzing

problems assume a more active role in resolving them, including

gathering information from diverse sources, testing assumptions,
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and devising possible solutions. When employees are not only

involved, but empowered to take action, they engage in

experimentation, feedback, and refinement of innovative

solutions. Thus, it seems plausible that the effect of other

organizational characteristics on the perceived learning climate

could depend on the employee's perceived level of involvement and

empowerment.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS

This study examined the impact of six organizational

characteristics on creating a work environment in which

individuals feel encouraged to develop new skills and knowledge

and learn as a part of work. The specific research foci included

identifying which of the six organizational characteristics are

related to employees' perceptions of the workplace as a learning

environment; determining the relative importance of the six

characteristics in creating that perception; and understanding

how the six characteristics interact to create that perception.

This chapter examines the results of the data analyses for

each of the research questions. The text begins with an overview

of the data characteristics, examines findings pertinent to the

specific research questions, and concludes with a proposed model.

Throughout this chapter, words in italics represent the variable

names as displayed in the tables and appendices. Most notably,

all of the independent variables, except the employee’s

perception of connection to the external environment, were

significant at the .01 level. In addition, the effect of shared

vision on the perception of a supportive learning climate was

found to depend on the perceived level of involvement and

empowerment. The effect of the interaction was also found to

depend on the employee's job level.
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Characteristics of the Data

Normality of Distribution
 

The values for both the dependent variable and the

independent variables were generally normally distributed

(Appendix 4-A). One observation regarding the dependent variable

(learning climate) is particularly noteworthy. Although the

distribution is slightly negatively skewed, there were

approximately five percent (202 out of 4,482) of subjects who

scored in the extreme positive tail of the distribution. These

subjects also scored extremely high on the independent variable

experimentation and risk taking, which represents their

perception of that organizational characteristic. One—half of

the respondents who scored high on learning climate also scored

at least two standard deviations above the mean on risk, and the

six subjects with the highest climate scores also had the highest

risk scores.

To account for the slight skewness, two separate analyses

were generated. In one iteration, the complete data set was

used. For the second iteration, the cases in the extreme

positive tail were removed. Because the two iterations revealed

no difference and a complete data set is preferable, the complete

data set was used to produce the findings presented in this

chapter.
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Data Analyses to Address Research Questions

Organizational Characteristics
 

The first research question was ”What organizational

characteristics are related to employees’ perceptions of the

workplace as a learning environment?" All of the independent

variables were individually significant as displayed in Table

4.1. With the exception of connection to the external

environment, which was only moderately correlated given the large

sample size, the independent variables correlated with climate at

a level of .7 or greater. In some cases, particularly systems,

communication, and involvement, the independent variables were

highly correlated with each other. This factor was taken into

account when running multiple regression, which will be addressed

1'18th .
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Table 4.1 Relationship of Learner’s Perception of

Organizational Characteristics (independent variable) to

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learner’s Perception of the Learning Climate (dependent

variable)

Convictions

CLIMATE VISION COMMUNIC ENVIRON RISK INVOLVE_ SYSTEMS

earson lation 1.000 .721' .826“ .57 “ .725" .861" .826“

Sgfififlfi) . .mn .mm .mn .mn .mn an

N 4462 3643 3000 4073 4065 3796 3702

VISION Pearson Correlation .721“ 1.000 .77211 .709'1 .744:1 .753'1 .747'1

Sig. (2-taiIed) .000 . .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N mus «29 are $30 mw7 ans :wm

OOMMUNIC Pearson Correlation .826“ .772' 1.000 .650" .781" .“889 .863“

Sig. (2-talled) .000 .000 . .000 .000 .000 .000

N 3000 2956 3162 3125 3072 2993 2691

ENVIRON Pearson Correlation .574“ .709“ .“650 1.000 .677“ .609" .619“

£m42wm» .mm .mm .mm . .mn .mn .mn

N 4073 3960 3125 4296 4164 3940 3617

RISK Pearson Correlation .725' .744" .761 '1 .677“ 1.000 .752" .763“

£m42mw» an an mm .mm . .mn .mn

N 4065 3667 3072 4164 4243 3665 3761

INVOLVE Pearson Correlation .661 '1 .753" .889" .609' .752“ 1.000 .891“

5&44mmm .mn .mn an an an . .mn

N 3796 3729 2993 3940 3665 3963 3701

SYS‘EMS Pearson Correlation .826" .747" ."863 .619“ .763" .891" 1.000

SgaflmM) .mm .mm an an an an .

N 3702 3621 2691 3617 3761 3701 3660        
 

”- Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Relative Importance of Characteristics
 

The second research question was ”What is the relative importance

of these organizational characteristics in fostering an

environment for individual learning?" Multiple regression was

run with various combinations of the variables in the model.

(Refer to Appendix 4—B for complete SPSS output; a portion has

been extracted and displayed as Table 4.2.) In the first

iteration, all of the variables were included (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2 Results Of Multiple Regression with All

Organizational Characteristics (independent variables)

included in a Model to Predict Learner's Perception of the

Learning Climate (dependent variable)

 

  

 

 

           
 

 

 

 

Model Summary

Std. Error

Adjusted n of. the 6 Square Sig. F

3““ ".m-%%Lfig—%% ‘" a -*‘%-m-—°'-“-‘%‘-m

8» Predictors: (Constant), SYSTEMS, ENVIRON, VISION. RISK. INVOLVE. COMMUNIC

Cbeflmkmmf

Standardi

um

Unstandardized Coefficien

(kmfidmfls E§

Model B Std. Error Beta 1 Sig—

‘1—'TConstant) 2.941 E-02 .006 3.610 .000

VISION 5.082E-02 .018 .048 2.758 .006

COMMUNIC .273 .028 .244 9.614 .000

ENVIRON -2.81E—02 .014 -.029 -1.959 .050

RISK 7.927E-02 .017 .084 4.791 .000

INVOLVE .453 .027 .432 17.094 .000

SYSTEMS .151 .025 .141 6.099 .000       
 

3- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

In the second iteration, external environment was excluded

because it was only moderately correlated with learning climate

as addressed previously. In subsequent iterations, systems and

practices that support learning, Open communication, and

involvement and empowerment were excluded one at a time and

simultaneously due to a relatively high inter—correlation with

other independent variables. In all cases, R—square reached

approximately .76. Communication, risk, systems, and involvement
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were consistently significant, and shared vision was either

significant or approaching significance at the .01 level.

Connection to the external environment was not significant at the

.01 level. One must be cautious in failing to reject the null

hypothesis that connectedness to the external environment has no

effect on the perceived learning climate. However, the large

sample size warrants the exclusion of variables that do not

attain a significance level of .01. The researcher must note

that the addition Of independent variables did not substantially

improve the model. The bivariate model containing only

involvement achieved an R—square of .741.

Interaction of Characteristics
 

The third research question was ”How do the various

organizational characteristics interact to influence employees’

perceptions of the workplace as a learning environment?"

Interaction effects were checked for two variables: shared

vision and involvement and empowerment. (Refer to Appendix 4—C

for complete SPSS output; a portion has been extracted and

displayed as Table 4.3.) When regression was run with all of the

original variables and all possible interaction terms that

included vision, vision did not interact significantly with any

other variable. When regression was run with all of the original

variables and all possible interaction terms that included

involvement, involvement interacted significantly only with

vision (p = .016) as displayed in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Interaction Effects of the Independent Variable,

Involvement, with Other Independent Variables

 

 

 

 

      

(knmkmuni

Standardi

2m!

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coefficients) ts

Mama E3 SKLEnor Ema t Sp.

T—(Tonstant) 5.673E-02 .010 5.661 .000

VISION 7.576E-02 .021 .072 3.689 .000

COMMUNIC .264 .029 .236 8.985 .000

ENVIRON -3.12E-02 .016 -.032 -1.922 .055

RISK 8.630E-02 .018 .091 4.683 .000

INVOLVE .454 .027 .433 17.080 .000

SYSTEMS .145 .026 .136 5.670 .000

INVXRISK -1.57E-02 .024 -.015 -.660 .509

INVXCOMM -3.35E-02 .037 -.027 -.898 .369

INVXENV 2.774E-02 .020 .027 1.422 .155

INVXSYS 2.149E-02 .032 .018 .670 .503

VISXINV -6.23E-02 .026 -.057 -2.404 .016
 

a. Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

Modified Model

The analyses described above allowed the researcher to

refine the original model.

following variables:

involvement,

interaction of involvement and vision.

for complete SPSS output;

displayed as Table 4.4.)

not found tO be significant at the

variables were found to be significant,

shown in Table 4.4.

communication,
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risk,

.01 level.

systems,

and R-square was

Regression was re—run with the

vision,

and Visxinv, an interaction term representing the

(Refer to Appendix 4-D

a portion has been extracted and

Environment was excluded because it was

All of the

.768 as



Table 4.4 Results of Multiple Regression for the Modified

Model using Organizational Characteristics (independent

variables) to Predict Learner's Perception of the Learning

Climate (dependent variable)

 

 

    

Model Summer?

Std. Error

Adjusted R of the

Model R R Square Sryare Estimate

1 .876a .768 .767 .3765   
a. Predictors: (Constant), VISXINV, INVOLVE, RISK,

VISION, SYSTEMS, COMMUNIC

13- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

 

 

 

        

CoefficientsI

Standardi

zed

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coefficients ts

‘ Model BI Std. Error Beta t Si .

1 (Constant) 5.771 E-02 .009 6.489 .000

VISION 7.081 E-02 .018 .067 3.926 .000

COMMUNIC .249 .028 .223 8.834 .000

RISK 7.543E-02 .016 .080 4.742 .000

INVOLVE .453 .026 .432 17.310 .000

SYSTEMS .149 .024 .140 6.115 .000

VISXINV -6.52E-02 .01 1 -.060 -5.713 .000

a. Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

The resulting model is as follows:

Climatei = [30 + B1Communicat ioni + BzRiski + B3Systemsi +

B4Involvementi + BSVisioni + ‘lenvolvementi * Visioni + ei

Where:

Climatei : The employee’s perceived support and encouragement for

individual learning

Bo: Intercept
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[LCommunicationsizz'Fhe effect of the employee’s perception of

open communication and dialogue in the organization

beiski = The effect of the employee's perception Of encouragement

for experimentation and risk taking in the organization

B3Systemsi = The effect of the employee’s perception of the

existence of systems and practices that supporting learning in

the organization

thnvolvementi = The effect of the employee's perception of

involvement and empowerment in the organization

B§Vision¢ = The effect of the employee’s perception of shared

vision in the organization and the perception of involvement

and empowerment

'fiInvolvementi *‘Visioni : The effect of the interaction of the

employee’s perception of shared vision in the organization and

the perception of involvement and empowerment

el = The error term

When the appropriate values are substituted for their

symbolic equivalent, the resulting equation is:

Climatei = .058 + .249Communicationi + .075Riski-+ .149Systemsi-+

Involvementi +‘Visiond -.0651nvolvement x Visioni-Iea

In order to interpret the p value, one must make certain

statistical assumptions about the random part of the model.

Specifically, one must assume that the errors are independent,

normally distributed, and homoscedastic. The assumption of

independence cannot be tested empirically. Because the data are

drawn from within one corporation, one could argue that there may

be some degree of dependence in the data. However, the fact that
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the data are drawn from numerous departments, job levels and

sites nationwide reduces this risk and suggests that the

independence assumption is not unreasonable.

The remaining assumptions, normal distribution of errors and

homoscedasticity can be verified empirically through a histogram

of errors and a scatterplot of residuals versus predicted values,

respectively. The histogram of errors appears normal, and the

scatterplot indicates no pattern to the relationship between the

residuals and predicted values (Appendix 4-E). Therefore, the

assumptions for interpreting the p value have been satisfied.

Post Hoc Data Analyses

After examining the original research questions, the

researcher elected to explore one additional factor, job level.

This decision arose from her observation, through working with

people at all levels of the organization, that organizational

characteristics and specific incidents are Often experienced,

perceived, and interpreted very differently depending on an

employee's position within the organizational hierarchy.

Analysis Of covariance was used to examine the effect Of job

level relative to all of the variables in the modified model

described previously: open communication, experimentation and

risk taking, systems and practices that support learning, and the

interaction of involvement and empowerment with shared vision.

The results (Appendix 4-F) revealed that job level interacted

significantly with communication, risk, and the interaction of

involvement and vision. There was a significant interaction

between job level and communication. The effect was strongest
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for managers and weakest for executives and hourly employees.

The effect of job level on risk was strongest for managers and

secretarial/clerical employees. The effect of job level on

involvement and vision was consistent across all groups except

hourly employees, for whom the effect was the weakest.

Final Model

The results Of the analyses of covariance described in the

previous section permit further refinement to the earlier model.

The revised model is:

Climateij : (13- + BICommunication-lj + yleommunication * Job Levelij +

BzRiSkij +Y2jRisk * Job Levelij + B3Systems.l + B4Involvementij +

thisionfi + y3jInvolvement * Vision * Job Level” + em

Where:

Climate” = The perceived support and encouragement for individual

learning for employee i at job level j

(g = The effect of job level

[LCommunicationU = The main effect of the employee’s perception

Of Open communication and dialogue in the organization for

employee i at job level j

yleommunication * Job Level” : The effect of the interaction

between the employee’s perception Of open communication and

dialogue in the organization and the employee’s job level for

employee i at job level j

[LRiskU = The main effect of the employee's perception of

encouragement for experimentation and risk taking in the

organization for employee i at job level j
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y2jRisk * Job Levelfi = The effect of the interaction between the

employee's perception of encouragement for experimentation and

risk taking in the organization and the employee’s job level

for employee i at job level j

beystemsi = The effect of the employee’s perception of the

existence of systems and practices that supporting learning in

the organization for employee i

thnvolvementU = The main effect of the employee’s perception Of

involvement and empowerment in the organization for employee i

at job level j

B§Visionn = The main effect of the employee’s perception Of

shared vision in the organization for employee i at job level

3'

yBjInvolvement * Vision * Job Level” 2 The effect of the three-

way interaction between the employee’s perception of

involvement and empowerment in the organization, shared vision

in the organization, and the employee’s job level for employee

i at job level j

em = The residual error for employee i at job level j

Summary of Key Findings

The final model reflects the four major findings Of this

study. First, the independent variables representing

organizational characteristics were strongly correlated with the

dependent variable, perceived learning climate. However, they

were also highly inter-correlated, causing a multi—variate model

to be only slightly more predictive than a bivariate model.

Second, the organizational characteristic of connection to the
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external environment was not significant. The third key finding

was that involvement and empowerment interacted with shared

vision. Finally, job level interacted significantly with two

organizational characteristics—Open communication and dialogue

and experimentation and risk taking—and the effect was strongest

for managers/supervisors.



CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

This chapter will expound on the findings presented in the

preceding chapter. From the researcher’s perspective, this study

produced four findings which warrant discussion. The first

section will examine each one individually. Subsequent sections

will address the implications of the collective findings for

theory and future research and recommendations for practice in

organizational settings.

Examination of the Findings

Holistic Nature of the Work Environment

One finding was that five of the six independent variables

(perceived level of vision, involvement, risk, communication, and

systems) were significantly correlated with the dependent

variable, perceived learning climate. In some cases, the

independent variables were also highly correlated with each

other. There are at least two possible explanations for the

inter-relatedness of these variables.

One explanation is that the organizational characteristics

are interdependent and function in a systemic manner to

constitute the work environment. In an interview with Patricia

Galagan (Galagan, 1991), Peter Senge acknowledges that

organizational systems, policies, and practices are reflective of

the mental models of organizational members who create and

perpetuate them. Accordingly, it is problematic to disconnect

them and attempt to examine them as component parts. However,
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from a theoretical and practical standpoint, such microanalyses

are needed in order to improve our understanding and ability to

facilitate all levels of learning in organizations.

In addition to actually interacting in an interdependent

sense, another explanation is that employees perceive the work

environment or culture in which they are enmeshed in a holistic

way. Because the variables in this study actually measure

employees’ perceptions of specific organizational

characteristics, the fact that they are highly inter-correlated

may indicate that employees perceive their environment in a more

holistic sense as involving, supportive, open, and so forth as

opposed to restrictive and closed. It may be difficult to

examine, conceptually, factors which are not easily disentangled

from each other. This is perhaps one of the reasons why previous

studies (Beard, 1991; Jude—York, 1991; and Clardy, 1992) have

concluded that there is a positive relationship between

individual learning and a broader, more generalized phenomenon of

a supportive organizational climate.

Connection to the External Environment
 

The one independent variable that was not significant in the

multiple regression equation is the employee’s perception of

connection to the external environment. Two factors seem to

provide a plausible explanation.

One Obvious factor in any study that attempts to measure a

psychological or social construct is the way in which the

phenomenon is measured. It is possible that the questions used

to define this organizational characteristic were not the



appropriate ones. None of the subject matter experts who

reviewed the survey items for the independent variables suggested

any additions, deletions, or modifications to this category. One

aspect that may be missing from the way in which this

organizational characteristic is defined is the notion of

actively seeking customer input and feedback.

A seemingly more likely explanation of why this variable was

insignificant is that the impact of the external environment may

be more related to team and organizational learning than to

individual learning. Considering the day—to-day activities of

most employees in an industrial setting, an individual is very

likely to experience organizational characteristics such as

involvement and empowerment, encouragement to take risks, and

open communication. Unless the employee is a salesperson with

direct customer contact responsibilities or a consumer research

analyst, it is more likely to be the work team or organization,

rather than the individual employee, that interacts with people

or information from the external environment on a daily basis.

Therefore, this variable may be important for team and

organizational learning because those entities typically have

direct interaction with and impact on customers and suppliers.

Kim (1993) provides an organizational learning model which tends

to support this position. Adapting an earlier model by March and

Olsen, Kim asserts that individuals act based on their individual

beliefs. The collective effect of these individual actions

create organizational actions, which produce an environmental

response. The final phase of the cycle occurs when the
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environmental response affects individual beliefs, which can then

lead to alternative individual and organizational actions.

Therefore, the link between the individual employee and the

external environment is mediated by the organization.

Vision

The results for the independent variable, shared vision,

were somewhat surprising initially. Senge (1990) describes

shared vision as a powerful force for providing focus and energy

for learning. Therefore, the researcher initially expected that

variable to be consistently significant regardless of the other

variables in the model. A subsequent re—examination of the

learning organization literature, particularly the work of Peter

Senge, and the survey questions revealed a problematic

measurement issue.

In order for a shared vision to compel people to action, it

must be personally meaningful (Senge, 1990). The vision must be

linked to their personal values in order to create and sustain

the commitment level necessary to achieve the vision. In the

present study, shared vision was measured according to how well

employees understood the Objectives, understood how their work

was connected to the objectives, and whether everyone in the

organization was working toward the same objectives. None of the

items measured the congruence of the employee’s personal mission

and values with the company's objectives. It is certainly

possible for employees to understand the objectives without

agreeing with them or finding them intrinsically meaningful.

Because the study used an existing data set which does not
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contain items pertaining to the meaningfulness Of the vision, the

variable could not be adjusted to permit further analysis.

The interaction of involvement and empowerment with shared

vision merits further discussion. In essence, this finding

suggests that the effect of shared vision on the perceived

learning climate depends on the employee’s level of involvement

and empowerment. This section will draw on theory, research, and

practical experience to explore possible reasons why involvement

and empowerment might enhance the vision effect.

Several studies (Mohrman et al., 1996; Black and Gregerson,

1997; Pearson, 1987) have found a positive relationship between

employee involvement or participation and outcomes such as

performance and satisfaction. Although the present study focuses

on learning climate rather than efficacy or performance as the

outcome, these studies are insightful because they address the

involvement effect. Black and Gregerson’s (1997) work is

particularly relevant in this regard. The researchers examined

participation in decision-making, which they define similarly to

involvement and empowerment in the present study. They suggest

that the positive relationship between participation and other

outcomes can be explained through the theoretical frameworks of

value attainment and expectancy theory.

The value attainment argument is that employees are

satisfied when they are able to meet intrinsic needs within the

work environment. To the extent that participation in decision

making increases employees' opportunity to influence the work

environment in ways which they value, employees will be
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satisfied. Therefore, involvement may enhance the effect of

other variables, in this case, shared vision, on employees’

holistic perceptions of the work environment. If employees

perceive alignment between the company’s goals and their

individual goals, that is, a shared vision for the organization,

but are not involved and empowered to act on the vision, they may

experience the work environment in a holistic sense as non-

supportive and inhibiting. However, given the same level Of

perceived vision, and higher levels of involvement and

empowerment, individuals may perceive the learning climate,

holistically, as positive and supportive.

In terms of expectancy theory, Black and Gregerson suggest

how participation enhances the relationship between effort and

performance. When employees are involved in decision making,

they have an Opportunity to apply relevant knowledge and skills.

Because they believe that their involvement will lead to better

quality decisions, they expend greater effort, which leads to

higher performance and desired outcomes. The motivation-effort-

performance cycle is continuously reinforcing. Applied to the

current study, this argument suggests that when employees are

involved in creating a shared vision for the organization, they

perceive greater encouragement and compulsion to obtain the

knowledge and skills necessary to participate effectively in

formulating and achieving the vision.

A third possible reason why involvement may enhance the

effect Of shared vision is drawn from the researcher’s workplace

experience. As an organizational development consultant who has
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worked with numerous management-employee groups at various levels

in various functional units, the researcher has consistently

Observed that greater levels of involvement and interaction

between more senior managers and their employees result in

greater understanding and appreciation of the other’s

perspective. For lower level employees, such perspective taking

appears to have four effects: a greater recognition of how and

why the organizational vision and goals were formulated; what

strategies need to be executed effectively to achieve the goals;

the importance of employees executing their individual roles and

job tasks effectively within an interdependent system; and

greater demonstrated commitment to realize the vision. The

enhanced understanding and commitment lead to increased learning

and innovation within the employee's own job and a more active

role in driving improvements in processes and practices across

other areas of the organization. Similar to the value attainment

and expectancy theory arguments, this view concurs that

involvement and empowerment lead to greater effort and improved

results. However, the researcher proposes a subtle difference in

motivation and rationale. Specifically, when leaders involve

employees, they make explicit their mental models of how the

organization functions and why specific goals and strategies have

been established. They also introduce an element of personal

vulnerability and need for others to take action in order for the

organization to succeed. Thus, the motivation and perceived

encouragement for learning stem from viewing goals as purposeful

and meaningful, rather than arbitrarily imposed and irrelevant,
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and from a realization of the need for personal responsibility

and action to achieve organizational success. This argument does

not mean to suggest that employees would work toward a vision

that conflicted with their personal interests and values.

However, it suggests that employees will embrace and act upon an

organizational vision for reasons other than personal gain if

they understand the underlying rationale and feel a personal,

custodial responsibility to achieve the vision.

When an interaction effect is present, one must consider the

directionality of the effect. It is possible that shared vision

enhances the involvement effect rather than the reverse;

however, several factors make that explanation unlikely. From a

statistical standpoint, involvement and empowerment was more

highly correlated with learning climate than was shared vision.

Involvement was also consistently significant at the .01 level

whereas the significance of shared vision varied slightly

depending on the presence of other independent variables in the

model. Reverse directionality is also questionable from a

practical standpoint. Even if an employee were extremely high in

shared vision, and therefore intrinsically motivated to learn and

develop new skills, it seems unlikely that the person would

perceive the learning climate as supportive and encouraging in

the absence of involvement and empowerment.

Effect of Job Level
 

The fourth finding that merits discussion is that the effect

Of two independent variables—Open communication and dialogue and

encouragement of experimentation and risk taking—on the
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employee's perception of support and encouragement for individual

learning depended on the employee's job level. That these two

variables would be positively related to learning climate was to

be expected from the learning organization literature addressed

in chapter two. However, the interesting finding was that the

effect was strongest for managers/supervisors.

To examine this finding and suggest a possible explanation,

the researcher seeks to establish a context for readers based on

her organizational experience. The manager/supervisor group

represents, at the most, three levels of employees. They report

to either a higher level managerial employee or an executive and

directly supervise, typically, between six salaried and twenty—

five hourly employees. (The job level information on the

original survey does not permit further differentiation of this

group.) The researcher has observed three common factors among

this group. First, they interact more frequently with employees

Of both higher levels and lower levels than themselves.

Conversely, employees at other job levels tend to interact

laterally and upward. Second, managers/supervisors feel

responsible for conveying or representing appropriate

organizational messages and actions between the two levels, but

most importantly, to their direct reports. Perhaps because of

this responsibility, they listen to formal messages and Observe

informal actions more closely than do employees at other levels,

considering the likely impact of statements and actions as they

unfold in the organization. The third common factor is that

managers often express a perceived discrepancy between the stated
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messages and actions two levels above them. As a result, they

feel uncertain and uncomfortable about how to provide appropriate

leadership to the employees whom they supervise.

In the subject organization, there are many formal

organizational messages that support individual and

organizational learning. For example, vision, value, and goal

statements include sentiments such as becoming a learning

organization, the value of human resources, the importance Of

innovation, the need for continuous improvement, and so forth.

When senior leaders encourage their employees to try new methods,

express alternative viewpoints, and report problems, and those

behaviors are rewarded (or at least not punished)

supervisors/managers perceive consistency between the stated

messages and actions. They can then execute their

supervisory/managerial roles, confident that they are doing so in

accordance with the organizational mandate. Conversely, when

supervisors/managers view or experience retribution because Of a

failed experiment or a reported problem, a discrepancy occurs.

The researcher suggests that because supervisors/managers attend

closely to both stated messages and actions, their perception of

encouragement for experimentation and risk taking and open

communication in the organization affects their perception of

support and encouragement for individual learning to a greater

extent than occurs at other job levels.

Implications for Theory and Future Research

The collective set Of findings has several theoretical

implications for the field of workplace learning. Overall, the
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findings support the importance of the learner’s perception of

context to attitudes toward learning, in this case, perceived

support and encouragement for individual learning. In addition,

the use Of learning organization characteristics to conceptualize

the learning environment in the workplace appears to have promise

as a framework within which individual learning is embedded. The

findings in this study suggest that a connection to the external

environment could be eliminated from a model which seeks to

explain individual learning in organizations rather than

organizational learning.

In order to refine a model that explains how organizational

characteristics influence employees’ perceptions about the

encouragement and support for individual learning, further

research is necessary. The findings of this study suggest

possible enhancements to the ways in which the organizational

characteristics are measured and how the data are analyzed.

Refinements to the Measurement of Organizational Characteristics

De—couple involvement and empowerment

In terms of the organizational characteristics to be

measured, the interaction of involvement and empowerment with

shared vision indicates a possible need to distinguish between

involvement and empowerment and consider them as two variables.

A re-examination of Watkins and Marsick’s (1993) work revealed a

subtle distinction between these practices in terms of their

propensity to stimulate learning. They argue that participatory

practices in the workplace create more ”space" for learning, that

is, more room for new beliefs, ideas, and theories, but that
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empowerment is critical to enabling actions that lead to learning

and transformation. The organization must enable employees to

take initiative by providing them with the authority and

accountability to enact the vision.

The set Of items from which data were Obtained for use in

the present study does not permit adequate differentiation of

these two variables. Future research efforts might benefit from

constructing or identifying items that represent, exclusively,

involvement or empowerment. Examples of involvement include

participation in identifying problems and generating potential

solutions and involvement in work—related decisions, without

being able to take action to implement a solution or to make the

decision and experience its consequences. Empowerment would be

defined as being encouraged to take risks to solve a problem,

having the authority to take action, and being held accountable

for one’s actions.

Shared vision
 

The independent variable, shared vision, could be improved

with the addition of items pertaining to the alignment of an

employee’s personal vision with the organizational vision. As

noted earlier in the discussion of specific findings, Senge

(1990) suggests that a vision must be personally meaningful to

compel one to action. Using the set of items available, the

present study defined this variable in terms of understanding the

relationship of one’s work to the work and goals of the total

organization. Future research in this area could be enhanced by

adding two aspects to this measurement. The first aspect is the
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degree to which employees find the organizational vision to be

personally meaningful. The second, related aspect is the degree

to which employees perceive that the organizational vision is

consistent with their personal vision. The former aspect is

intended more broadly, that is, to identify whether the

organizational vision falls within the scope of activities and

values to which the person attaches importance. The latter

aspect is intended to measure the degree Of compatibility between

the organizational vision and the employee's personal vision.

Systems and Practices that Support Learning
 

Another variable that could be refined in future studies is

systems and practices. The present study was only able to

measure two aspects of this construct. However, information

systems should also be included if possible. McGill and Slocum

(1993) address the importance of having accurate, timely and

useful data and information available to employees for use in

decision making. Future research may benefit from including

these three facets of information flow within the organization.

Instrumentation
 

In addition to refining the conceptualization and

measurement of specific variables, future researchers will want

to consider two instrumentation factors. One consideration is

the survey instrument in total; the other consideration pertains

to the job level information.

From a measurement standpoint, one difficulty in the present

study that could be improved in future research endeavors is the

high inter—correlation of the variables. One option that may
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reduce the inter—correlation is to define the variables more

precisely using some Of the recommendations discussed earlier.

This would require an instrument specifically designed for this

purpose. In an organizational setting, where employee surveys

are Often expected to provide information about a multitude of

organizational characteristics to a variety Of people and groups,

such customization if problematic. An alternative, although

perhaps equally difficult Option, would be to incorporate data

from more than one instrument. At a minimum, one could utilize a

different instrument to measure the dependent variable than that

used to measure the independent variables. This Option might

improve the predictive value of any individual variable but would

not necessarily improve the analysis of a multi—variate model.

More extensive work would be needed in order to combine data from

a variety of instruments that would measure specific

organizational characteristics. Once again, organizations may

prefer to minimize the frequency and variety of employee surveys

in order to minimize the time and cost involved in survey design

and administration.

Another enhancement to subsequent survey instruments would

be to refine the number of managerial/supervisory job levels.

This would allow the researcher to explore further the

interaction Of shared vision, involvement and empowerment, and

job level. Specifically, one would be able to determine if the

strength of the effect was consistent across different managerial

levels or whether the effect was stronger or weaker toward the

first-line supervisor or senior manager level.
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Refinements to Data Analysis
 

The present study examined the relationship Of

organizational characteristics to individual learning using the

individual employee as the unit of analysis. Another useful

perspective for analyzing this relationship would be to examine

organizational subcultures. Learning organization theorists have

suggested that interaction and learning within organizations

occurs within ”communities of commitment" (Kofman and Senge,

1993) or ”communities of practice" (Schein, 1993). Within these

organizational subcultures, individuals share common frames of

reference, common language, and common assumptions (Schein,1993).

Within this framework, it may be preferable to examine in tact

organizational units, for example, natural communities or

subcultures that exist within an organization. This would

require additional coding of the specific respondents and their

relationships within the organization at the time of data

collection as well as different analytical techniques.

A useful approach for analyzing the data in terms of

organizational subcultures is social network analysis. Wasserman

and Faust (1994) define and describe the principles and

terminology associated with this framework. From this

perspective, the social environment can be viewed as patterns of

relationships among interacting units. Accordingly, individual

actors, in this case employees, and their actions are viewed as

interdependent units, and individual behavior is facilitated or

constrained within the network structural environment. A social

network consists of ”a finite set or sets of actors and the
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relation or relations defined on them" (p. 20). A critical,

distinguishing feature of this perspective is the use of

relational information to study theories. To apply this

framework to the present study, one would need to determine the

frequency and type of interaction between individuals and groups

throughout the organization. One would then analyze the data

relative to these structural, or social, networks. An apparent

drawback of this approach in large organizations is the

painstaking effort required to accurately capture the social

networks. This is particularly true as organizations change

their work structure to become more competitive, for example, by

increasing geographic dispersion, performing more work cross—

functionally, and establishing matrixed reporting relationships.

Implications for Practice

The results of this study provide two overarching

recommendations for organizational leaders and human resources

professionals who seek to facilitate individual transformative

learning in their organizations. This section will attempt to

provide strategic guidance, recognizing that the specific tactics

needed to implement the recommendations successfully within any

particular organization will be somewhat unique.

The first recommendation for leaders at all organizational

levels is to involve employees and encourage them to experiment

and take risks within the scope of their job. By involving

employees in decisions that affect their work, encouraging them

to try new ways of accomplishing tasks, and then supporting those

efforts, employees are likely to feel encouraged to learn and
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develop new skills, knowledge, and methods related to their work.

The researcher’s experience has been that leaders Often feel

powerless to affect transformational learning because of systems

and practices that are prevalent, or are lacking, elsewhere in

the organization. Although the impact of individual,

transformational learning on a particular job or within a

particular work group may be significantly less than the

potential impact of transformational learning at the level of an

entire company or business unit, the learning can still have an

immediate, tangible impact. Such involvement and experimentation

at the individual job level also reinforces desirable learning

behaviors and establishes a foundation for future development as

organizational thinking patterns and systems evolve.

Leaders seeking to create large scale transformational

change will need to proceed beyond involvement. As Watkins and

Marsick (1993) point out, involving people within a confined

scope, without altering the structure and culture of the

organization that disempower them, will not lead to large scale

change. One of their action imperatives for sculpting a learning

organization is tO empower people toward a collective vision.

The findings Of this study support and build upon that

recommendation. Specifically, this study suggests the importance

of focusing on the role of managers/supervisors. That group is

most affected by the interaction Of involvement and empowerment

with shared vision. They are also in a position within the

organizational hierarchy to convey organizational messages and

direct the ongoing activities of individuals and work teams.
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Therefore, the organization must ensure clarity of vision, and

empowerment to realize the vision, among this group. Based on

her practical experience, the researcher cautions that the

importance of shared vision, involvement, and empowerment at this

level does not indicate that a large scale change effort should

begin with this group. Rather, the leverage point needed to

create an environment for empowerment toward a shard vision is

much higher in the organization, residing with senior executives.

By involving managers in creating a collective vision, and

empowering them toward that vision, they will perceive a climate

for transformational learning within their job scope. They are

then well positioned to model and cascade individual learning and

support for learning through subsequent job levels.
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APPENDIX l-A

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VALIDATION LETTER

Sue Abbey

ADDRESS

DATE

NAME OF EXPERT

ADDRESS OF EXPERT

Dear NAME OF EXPERT:

I am a doctoral student at Michigan State University and also work as an Organizational

Development Manager for a division of General Motors. My adviser, John Dirkx,

suggested thatI contact you for input on one aspect of my dissertation proposal. M

dissertation focuses on continuous learning in the workplace. Using learning

organization theory and researCh as a point of departure, I am interested in organizational

factors that create an environment in which individuals feel encouraged to learn and

develop new knowledge and skills as part of work. (I use the term “work-related

learning” in the broadest sense to encompass formal, informal, and incidental learning

applied in a workplace setting).

In order to determine the relative importance of various factors in fostering a learning

climate, I plan to use existing employee survey data. First, I must identify a set of items

that measures employees’ perceptions about their opportunity and encouragement for

individual skill development (dependent variable). I would appreciate your assistance

and expertise with this task as explained on the next page. This should only take a few

minutes.
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Below is a list of ten items. Please perform the following:

1. Select those items that you believe might indicate a person’s perceived opportunit

and encouragement for individual skill development. Indicate your choice by placing

a “x” in the column entitled “Yes.”

2. Rank order the items you selected according to their relevance in measuring a

person’s perception of opportunity and encouragement for learning and skill

development. Rank the items using the following scale: 1: most relevant/most

important to include in the dependent variable, 2: next most relevant/important to

include, and so forth.

 

YES RANK SURVEY QUESTION
 

My organization places no barriers to p60ple’s contributions.
 

My supervisor/manager has the information needed to answer myguestions.
 

How satisfied are you with the trainingyou received for your present job
 

Conditions in myjob allow me to be about as productive as I could be.
 

I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization (plant,

staff, unit, etc.).
 

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job
 

In my work, I find it easy to apply the training I have received.
 

Myjob makes good use of my skills and abilities.
 

My organization allows the full range of all people’s talents and experience to

be utilized.
     Safety issues in my area are resolved promptly.
 

Thank you for your input on this important piece of my dissertation. You may use the

enclosed envelope for your reply or send an e-mail to ABBEYSU1@pilot.msu.edu.

would greatly appreciate receiving your input by DATE. If you would like to contact me

in person with any questions or suggestions, my phone number is 248-853-4344.

Sincerely,

Susan R. Abbey

cc: John Dirkx
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APPENDIX l—B

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES VALIDATION LETTER

Sue Abbey

ADDRESS

DATE

NAME OF EXPERT

ADDRESS OF EXPERT

Dear NAME OF EXPERT:

I am a doctoral student at Michigan State University and also work as an Organizational

Development Manager for a division of General Motors. My advisor, John Dirkx,

suggested thatI contact you for input on one aspect of my dissertation proposal. M

dissertation focuses on continuous learning in the workplace. Using learning

organization theory and research as a point of departure, I am interested in organizational

factors that create an environment in which individuals feel encouraged to learn and

develop new knowledge and skills as part of work. (I use the term “work-related

learning” in the broadest sense to encompass formal, informal, and incidental learning

applied in a workplace setting).

In order to determine the relative importance of various factors in fostering a learning

climate, I plan to use existing employee survey data. With input from subject matter

experts, I have identified a set of items for the dependent variable (employees’

perceptions about their opportunity and encouragement for individual learning and skill

development). I must now identify appropriate survey items for each of the independent

variables. I would appreciate your assistance and expertise with this task as explained

below. This should take approximately 15 minutes.

The attached two pages contain a list of variable names (bold type) and tentative surve

items to measure each variable. Please identify any items you believe do not belong in

the particular ggouping and indicate by placingan “x” in the column entitled “Exclude.”

Thank you for your input on this important piece of my dissertation. You may use the

enclosed envelope for your reply or send an e-mail to ABBEYSU1@pilot.msu.edu.

would greatly appreciate receiving your input by DATE. If you would like to contact me

in person with any questions or suggestions, my phone number is 248-853-4344.

Sincerely,

Susan R. Abbey
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EXCLUDE VARIABLES / SURVEY QUESTIONS
 

$******** 1. Collectively Shared Vision for the Organization
 

Everyone in my organization is working toward the same Objectives.
 

[Corporate] senior management gives employees a clear picture of the

direction in which [company] is headed.
 

I understand the goals of my organization (plant, staff, unit, etc.)
 

I can see the relationship between what I do (my job responsibilities,

Objectives, etc.) and [Division’s] goals and Objectives.
 

I understand how the work of my department fits into the total work

performed by [Division].
 

*#******* 2. Open Communication and Dialogue
 

Different departments in my organization cooperate with each other to get

the job done.
 

I receive information about updates, changes, and decisions that affect m

job.
 

My supervisor/manager takes the time to fully explain changes in plans or

procedures.
 

I have enough information to do rpyEb well.
 

When employees express different points of view, these alternative

viewpoints are valued by [Divisional] management.
 

Where I work, people are willing to openly confront and solve problems

(rather than sweep them under the rug)
 

Top management encourages employees and supervisors to report

important information up-the-line, even if it is “bad news.”
 

My organization (plant, staff, unit, etc.) is working hard to build trust

among people.
 

If needed, I have regular opportunities to express my ideas or ask

questions of the top management Plant Manager/Director & Staff ofm

organization (plant, staff, unit, etc.)
 

How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management

on what’s going on in the company?
 

I am satisfied with the information I receive about my location (its

performance, plans, etc.)
 

**##*****
3. Connection to the External Environment
 

People in my organization (plant, staff, unit, etc.) know who their

customers are.
 

I understand what my organization must do to meet or exceed our

customers’ requirements.
 

Myorganization uses customer input to focus its activities.
   [Division] is sensitive to its customers (it understands what customers

need and want; it is attuned to changing market conditions.
 

CONTINUED ONNEXTPAGE
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EXCLUDE VARIABLES / SURVEY QUESTIONS
 

********* 4. Encouggement of Experimentation and Risk-Taking
 

Continuous improvement is emphasized in my organization.
 

My organization (plant, staff, unit, etc.) is actively working on

implementation of quality improvement strategies in my area.
 

[Divisional] top management is willing to try new methods in

accomplishing out work.
 

#*#*#**#*
5. Employee Involvement and Empowerment
 

My work gives me a feeling ofpersonal accomplishment.
 

I receive the support I need to do an effective job.
 

When I make a decision, I can usually expect my supervisor to back me

uP
 

Sufficient effort is made to get the opinions and drinking of the people

who work here.
 

How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your

work?
 

My supervisor/manager acts on my ideas, suggestions or concerns.
 

In the decision making process, [Divisional] top management involves

peqfle who have relevant information about the decision.
 

I have the authop'ty I need to do my job effectively.
 

My immediate supervisor is permitted to make decisions necessary to do

an effectivejob.
 

Top management within [Division] has created an environment in which

employees want to do the best they can.
 

****##***
6. Appraisal and Reward Systems that Support Learning
 

My supervisor/manager gives me feedback that helps me improve m

performance.
 

Top management within [Division] has created an environment in which

employees want to do the best they can.
 

Top leadership of my organization rewards actions that reflect the beliefs

and values of the quality improvement process.
 

I have a clear idea of the results expected of me for my job.
 

I get enough feedback about my performance to know if I’m performing

up to expectations.
 

My supervisor appreciates and recognizes employees for contributions,

either individually or as a team.
   How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good

job?
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APPENDIX 4—A

HISTOGRAMS OF VARIABLES

CLIMATE

 

 

 

C LIMATE

VISION

 

400

n 8

SuDev = .75

Mean =-.02

N =4029.00
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36.0" = .51

than a: -.01

N =4243.00

-1.67 -127 -88 -A7 -.07 33 .73 1.13 1.53 1.93
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APPENDIX 4 -B

MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS FOR UNIQUE VARIABLES

 

 

      

 

 

 

      

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

     

Regression

Variables Entered/Remover?

Variables Variables

Model Entered Removed Method

1 SYSTEMS,

ENVIRON,

VISION,

RISK, Enter

INVOLVE,

CpMMUNI

C

a. All requested variables entered.

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

Model Summary

Std. Error Cha Statistics

Adjusted R of the R Square Sig. F

Model R R Square Square Estimate Change— F C di1 dt2 Charrge__

1 .878‘ .767 .766 .3779 .767 1350.589 6 2461 .000

6. Predictors: (Constant), SYSTEMS, ENVIRON, VISION, RISK, INVOLVE, COMMUNIC

ANOVA"

Sum of Mean

Model Squares df Square F Sig. .

1 Regression 1 157.128 6 192.855 1350.569 .000a

Residual 351.419 2461 .143

Total 1508.547 2467  
 

3- Predictors: (Constant), SYSTEMS, ENVIRON, VISION, RISK, INVOLVE, COMMUNIC

9' Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

 

 

 

 

     

Coefficient!

Standardi

zed

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coefficients ts

Model B Std. Error Beta t SL‘

1 ( nstant) 2.941 E-02 .008 3.810 .000

VISION 5.082E-02 .018 .048 2.758 .006

COMMUNIC .273 .028 .244 9.614 .000

ENVIRON -2.81E-02 .014 -.029 -1 .959 .050

RISK 7.927E-02 .017 .084 4.791 .000

INVOLVE .453 .027 .432 17.094 .000

SYSTEMS .151 .025 .141 6.099 .000   
3- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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Regression

Variables Entered/Remover?

 

Variables Variables

Model Entered Removed Method

1 SYSTEMS,

VISION,

RISK’ Enter

INVOLVE, °

CQMMUNI

C

 

     
 

a. All requested variables entered.

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

 

 

 

 

 

          

Model Summery

Adjusted R of the R Square Sig. F

lode! R R Square gusto Estimate cm F 0mg an 012 Ch_a_ngg

1 .874“ .765 .764 .3789 .765 1615.435 5 2485 .000 
 

3‘ Predictors: (Constant), SYSTEMS, VISION, RISK, INVOLVE, COMMUNIC

 

 

ANOVA"

Sum of Mean

‘ Model Squares df Square F Sig.__

1 Regression 1159.725 5 231.945 1615.435 .000a

Residual 356.797 2485 .144

Total 1516.522 2490       
 

8- Predictors: (Constant), SYSTEMS, VISION, RISK, INVOLVE, COMMUNIC

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

 

 

 

     

Coefl'icients'I

Standardi

zed

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coefficients ts

Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig_.___

1 (Constant) 3.171 E02 .008 4.124 .000

VISION 3.882E-02 .017 .037 2.250 .025

COMMUNIC .263 .028 .236 9.331 .000

RISK 7.189E-02 .016 .076 4.494 .000

INVOLVE .457 .026 .436 17.353 .000

SYSTEMS .150 .025 .140 6.090 .000  
 

a. Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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APPENDIX 4 -C

MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS WITH INTERACTION TERMS

 

 

     
 

 

 

Regression

Variables Entered/Remover?

Variables Variables

Model Entered Removed Method

1 VlSXSYS,

INVOLVE,

ENVIRON,

RISK,

VISXENV,

VISION, Enter

SYSTEMS,

VISXRISK.

COMMUNI

C, VISXINV,

VISXCOMM

a. All requested variables entered.

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

Model Summary

Std. Error

Adjusted R of the

Model R R Square Square Estimate

1 .8788 .770 .769 .3758      
 

3- Predictors: (Constant), VlSXSYS, INVOLVE, ENVIRON,

RISK, VISXENV, VISION, SYSTEMS, VISXRISK,

COMMUNIC, VISXINV, VISXCOMM

 

 

 

     

ANOVA"

Sum of Mean

Model Squares df Square F Sig.__

1 Regression 1161.766 11 105.615 747.995 .000“

Residual 346.781 2456 .141

Total 1508.547 2467  
 

3- Predictors: (Constant), VlSXSYS, INVOLVE, ENVIRON, RISK, VISXENV, VISION,

SYSTEMS, VISXRISK, COMMUNIC, VISXINV, VISXCOMM

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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Coefl‘lcier'lts‘I

 

 

Model

 

 

Standardi

zed

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coeflicientsr ts

8 Std. Error Beta t Sig.__

(Constant) 5.410E-02 .009 5.958 .000

VISION 7.975E-02 .019 .076 4.176 .000

COMMUNIC .257 .029 .230 8.914 .000

ENVIRON -2.87E-02 .016 -.029 -1 .842 .066

RISK 8.535E-02 .017 .090 5.014 .000

INVOLVE .449 .027 .428 16.680 .000

SYSTEMS .151 .025 .141 6.012 .000

VISXRISK -2.29E-02 .023 -.024 -.986 .324

VISXCOMM 1.583E-02 .039 .014 .405 .686

VISXENV 2.640E-02 .017 .030 1.521 .128

VISXINV -6.07E—02 .038 -.055 -1.614 .107

VlSXSYS -1.91E-02 .035 -.018 -.546 .585       
a. Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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Regression

Variables EntereCURemoved’

 

Model

Variables

Entered

Variables

Removed Method
 

  

VISXINV,

INVOLVE,

ENVIRON,

RISK,

INVXSYS,

INVXENV,

VISION,

INVXRISK,

SYSTEMS,

COMMUNI

C, a

INVXCOMM  

Enter

   
a. All requested variables entered.

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

 

 

Model Summary

Std. Error

Adjusted R of the

Model R R Square Square Estimate

1 .8788 .770 .769 .3758      
 

a~ Predictors: (Constant), VISXINV, INVOLVE, ENVIRON,

RISK, INVXSYS, INVXENV, VISION, INVXRISK,

SYSTEMS, COMMUNIC, INVXCOMM

 

 

 

     

AMOVAb

Sum of Mean

Model Squares df Square F Sig.

1 Regression 1161.770 11 105.615 748.006 .000a

Residual 346.777 2456 .141

Total 1508.547 2467  
 

a. Predictors: (Constant), VISXINV, INVOLVE, ENVIRON, RISK, INVXSYS, INVXENV,

VISION, INVXRISK, SYSTEMS, COMMUNIC, INVXCOMM

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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Coefficient!

 

 

 

 

     

Standardi

zed

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coefficieptg LL

Model 8 Std. Error Beta t fig;—

L'1"'__7?5on.«:tant) 5.673E-02 .010 5.881 .000

VISION 7.576E-02 .021 .072 3.689 .000

COMMUNIC .264 .029 .236 8.985 .000

ENVIRON -3.12E—02 .016 -.032 -1.922 .055

RISK 8.630E-02 .018 .091 4.683 .000

INVOLVE .454 .027 .433 17.080 .000

SYSTEMS .145 .026 .136 5.670 .000

INVXRISK -1.57E-02 .024 -.015 -.660 .509

INVXCOMM -3.35E-02 .037 -.027 -.898 .389

INVXENV 2.774E-02 .020 .027 1.422 .155

INVXSYS 2.149E-02 .032 .018 .670 .503

VISXINV -6.23E-02 .026 -.057 -2.404 .016  
 

3- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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APPENDIX 4-D

MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MODIFIED MODEL

Regression

Variables Entereleemoved’

 

Model

Variables

Entered

Variables

Removed Method

 

  

VISXINV,

INVOLVE,

RISK,

VISION,

SYSTEMS,

CpMMUNI

c  

Enter

  
 

a. All requested variables entered.

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

Model Summary’

 

 

     

Std. Error

Adjusted R of the

Model R R Square Square Estimate

1 .876‘51 .768 .767 .3765  
 

3- Predictors: (Constant), VISXINV, INVOLVE, RISK,

VISION, SYSTEMS, COMMUNIC

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

 

 

     

ANOVA"

Sum of Mean

Model Squares df Square F Sig.__

1 Regression 1164.352 6 194.059 1368.778 .000‘1

Residual 352.170 2484 .142

Total 1516.522 2490   
 

8- Predictors: (Constant), VISXINV, INVOLVE, RISK, VISION, SYSTEMS, COMMUNIC

b- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE



Coefficient!

 

 

 

    

Standardi

zed

Unstandardized Coefficien

Coefficients ts

Model B Std. Error Beta t

‘1——C(onstant) 5.771 E-02 .009 6.489

VISION 7.081E-02 .018 .067 3.926

COMMUNIC .249 .028 .223 8.834

RISK 7.543E-02 .016 .080 4.742

INVOLVE .453 .026 .432 17.310

SYSTEMS .149 .024 .140 6.115

VISXINV -6.52E-02 .01 1 -.060 -5.713    
8- Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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APPENDIX 4 -E

ERRORS AND RESIDUALS

Histogram

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
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APPENDIX 4-F

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

The data analyses contained in this appendix use the following

job level codes taken from the survey instrument:

  

Job Level Description

1 Executive

2 Manager / Supervisor

3 Non—Supervisor / Technical

4 Secretarial / Clerical

5 Hourly Skilled Trades

6 Hourly Production or Other
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Univariate Analysis of Variance

Between-Subjects Factors

 

N
 

W1

  O
J
O
I
R
O
J
N

2050

1 8

247

1 32

1 28

1 59

 
 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

Type III

Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F Sig. ‘

Torrected Model 1125.991.3 11 102.363 550.760 .000

Intercept .733 1 .733 3.946 .047

LEV 10.959 5 2.192 11.793 .000

COMMUNIC 152.516 1 152.518 620.616 .000

LEV * COMMUNIC 2.697 5 .539 2.902 .013

Error 505.904 2722 .186

Total 1662.576 2734

Corrected Total 1631.695 2733

a. R Squared = .690 (Adjusted R Squared = .689)

Parameter Estimates

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

99% Confidence Interval

Lower Upper

Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. Bound Bound

Intercept 9.2065-02 .010 9.107 .000 6.6025-02 .116

[LEV=1] -.212 .141 -1.511 .131 -.575 .150

[LEV=2] -.113 .035 -3.219 .001 -.203 22465-02

[LEV=3] -.203 .047 4.276 .000 -.325 -8.065E-02

[LEV=4] -.167 .041 4.051 .000 -.273 -6.067E-02

lLEV=51 -.177 .037 4.792 .000 -.273 31935-02

[LEV=6] 0° . . . . .

COMMUNIC .655 .015 56.179 .000 .617 .693

lLEV=11 . COMMUNIC .130 .162 .600 .424 -.288 .546

lLEV=21 1 COMMUNIC .134 .042 3.177 .002 2.5375-02 .244

“£ij 1 COMMUNIC .124 .073 1.706 .088 33425-02 .312

llEV=41 . COMMUNIC 9.481E-02 .059 1.616 .106 -5.627E~02 .246

lLEV=51 * COMMUNIC 4.556E-02 .055 .822 .411 97295-02 .166

ILEV=ej ' COMMUNIC oll        
a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.
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Univariate Analysis of Variance

Between-Subjects Factors

 

N
 

TEV

(
h
a
t
h
-
O
D
N
-
P

  

55

543

457

251

1 72

221 9  
 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
 

 

 

Type III

Sum of Mean

Source Squares 01 Square F Sig. ‘

Corrected Model 1377.3393 11 125.213 461.484 .000

Intercept 10.666 1 10.666 39.311 .000

LEV 84.420 5 16.884 62.227 .000

RISK 246.260 1 246.260 907.615 .000

LEV " RISK 7.304 5 1.461 5.384 .000

Error 999.836 3685 .271

Total 2377.368 3697

Corrected Total 2377.176 3696      
 

3- R Squared = .579 (Adjusted R Squared = .578)

 

 

 

       

Parameter Estimates

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

99% Conflgence Interva—

Lower Upper

Parameter 8 Std. Error t SLL Bound Bound

Intercept .154 .012 13.366 .000 .124 .164

[LEV=1] -.420 .109 3665 .000 -.700 -.140

[LEV=2] -.376 .031 42.040 .000 -.459 -.297

[LEV=3] -.379 .031 -12.260 .000 -.458 -.299

[LEV=4] -.266 .036 -7.971 .000 -.362 -.195

[LEV=5] -.262 .044 5990 .000 -.375 -.150

[LEV=6] on . . . . .

RISK .565 .014 42.072 .000 .549 .620

[LEV=1] . RISK .219 .108 2.030 .042 -5.908E-02 .497

[LEV=2] * RISK .119 .036 3.293 .001 2.5635-02 .212

[LEV=3] * RISK 9.3315-02 .043 2.176 .030 -1 .7205-02 .204

[LEV=4] * RISK .153 .045 3.360 .001 3.64on2 .270

[LEV$] - RISK .112 .056 1.922 .055 -3.821E-02 .263

[_[LpEV=6] * RISK 0a
 

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant
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Univariate Analysis of Variance

Between-Subjects Factors

 

N
 

TEV

  Q
U
I
P
O
D
N
-
i 54

516

432

236

152

1994  
 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

Type III

Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F Sig.

'Corrected Model 15542048 11 141.291 739.673 .000

Intercept 2.646 1 2.646 13.656 .000

L5v 35.265 5 7.057 36.954 .000

SYSTEMS 262.153 1 262.153 1477.496 .000

LEV * SYSTEMS 1.971 5 .394 2.064 .067

Error 643.940 3372 .191

Total 2196.663 3364

Corrected Total 2196.144 3363

a- R Squared = .707 (Adjusted R Squared = .706)

Parameter Estimates

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

99% Confidence Interval

Lower Upper

Parameter B Std. Error t SIL Bound Bound

Intercept .105 .010 10.053 .000 7.780E-02 .131

[LEV=-.1] -.286 .106 -2.693 .007 -.559 -1.226E-02

[Lev—.2] -.265 .026 -10.846 .000 -.352 -.217

[LEV=3] -.251 .026 -9.043 .000 -.323 -.180

ILEV=41 -.147 .032 4.549 .000 -.231 63645-02

[LEV=5] -.110 .037 -2.947 .003 -.207 -1.3645-02

[LEV=6] on . . . . .

SYSTEMS .789 .014 54.850 .000 .752 .626

[LEV=1] . SYSTEMS 5.495502 .102 .540 .569 -.207 .317

[LEV=21 . SYSTEMS 75375-02 .031 2.411 .016 -5.216E-03 .157

[LEV=3] * SYSTEMS -1 51592 .037 -.405 .665 -.111 6096502

[LEV=4] . SYSTEMS 8.853E—02 .042 2.092 .037 -2.056E-02 .196

[LEM—.5] . SYSTEMS 4.844E-02 .056 .663 .366 -9.623E-02 .193

[LEv=6] . SYSTEMS 08        
a. This parameter Is set to zero because it is redundant.
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Univariate Analysis of Variance

Between—Subjects Factors

 

N
 

V

G
U
I
-
b
a
n
d

  

54

498

422

226

1 47

1 91 3   
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE
 

 

       
 

 

 

 

Type III

Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F Sig.

Wasted Model 611.2338 11 73.746 162.364 .000

Intercept 12.983 1 12.963 32.059 .000

LEV 87.1 1 9 5 17.424 43.090 .000

VISXINV 19.942 1 19.942 49.318 .000

LEV " VISXINV 262.191 5 52.438 129.882 .000

Error 1313.359 3248 .404

Total 2126.100 3260

Corrected Total 2124.592 3259

a. R Squared = .382 (Adjusted R Squared = .380)

Parameter Estimates

Dependent Variable: CLIMATE

99% Configence Interval

Lower Upper

Parameter B Std. Error 1 Sig. __Bound Bound

Intercept .161 .017 9.747 .000 .118 .203

[LEV=1] -.470 .142 -3.309 .001 -.837 -.104

[LEV=2] -.457 .042 -10.962 .000 -.565 -.350

[LEV=3] -.393 .042 -9.412 .000 -.500 -.285

[LEV=4] -.395 .055 -7.243 .000 -.536 -.255

[LEV=5] -.223 .063 -3.533 .000 -.385 -6.022E-02

[LEV=6] 0‘I . . . . .

VISXINV .350 .020 17.237 .000 .297 .402

[LEV=1] ‘ VISXIN -.932 .108 -8.666 .000 -1 .209 -.655

[LEV=2] ' VISXIN -.882 .044 -19.889 .000 -.996 -.767

[LEV=3] ' VISXIN -.952 .059 -16.176 .000 -1.104 -.800

[LEV=4] " VISXIN -.615 .077 -8.020 .000 -.812 -.417

[LEV=5] ' VISXIN 8.673E-02 .088 .988 .324 -.140 .314

[LEV=6] " VISXIN 0‘I 

 

   

 

  
 

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.
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